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Dilwyn Jones
It's cover disk time againl I hope you
enjoy the goodies we've compiled onto
it for you, Our thanks to the various
authors who helped out and contributed
to this disk. Please read the page in this
issue about the cover disk before at-
tempting to use itl
One of lhe regular items on an end-of-
volume cover disk is an index to the
contents of the current volume. I compile
the rndex myself and it always pleasantly
surprises me just how much has gone
into just six issues and lust how much is

still happening on the QL scene.
TF Services and QBranch have recently
launched Peter Graf's Q40 board. This is
a brave s1ep. lt's probably the most ad-
vanced dedicated QL hardware yet. lt
comes with the QDOS Classic variant of
the Amiga QL emulator, and rumour has
i1 at the time of writing lhis that Linux
has also been ported onto the Q40 in

Germany, Considering that the price of
the Q40 makes it almost as expensive
as, say, a low end PC, it will be inlerest-
ing to see whether users would prefer
high performance native QL hardware
without being bound by another opera-
ting system, or a dual platform emulator
compromise system. 0f course, when full

email and internet access and Web
browsers are available for QDOS/SMSQ
the whole balance of things may swing
heavily back in favour of native QL hard-
ware once people are able to do without

those readers who are undecided about
getting one would love to read such a

reportl Please get in touch with me rf you
are willing to write about a Q40.
I did a simple Web search recently for
the phrase "Sinclarr QL". I was surprised
lo find over 800 resultsl We've come a

long way - the QL presence is firmly
established on the lnternei. We really
need that lnternet access soflware soon.

We had hoped to have an article about
Things in this issue. Unfortunately a

combination of lack of roorn and the
quantity of rather technical articles such
as the assembler series caused us to
believe it would be better to hold it back
until a future issue.

From ihe next issue on, the magazine
release date will shift by 1wo weeks. This
allows us to deliver the issues personally
to the US readers at the show end of
May, and will hopefully be use{ul in the
future - most shows seem io tail at the
end o{ a monlh/beginning of the next
month. As QL Today is not quite a
prolltable venture, we have to save
money wherever we can to be able to
continue with this service for you.

F{anding over the magazines at shows in

the USA in particular helps, as well as
giving the bulk of magazines to Roy
Wood instead of sending them by UPS.
The deadlines will shift by two weeks as
well. of course.
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other operating
systems. As work
is progressing on
the internet access
side of things in

Switzerland, and a

browser exists in

the form of Jona-
than Hudson's
Lynx port which
can already access
TCP/IP on an uQLx
emulator system,
this might lust hap-
pen this yearl
Any readers with,
or planning to get,
a Q40 willing to
write a user report
for us? I'm sure
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Nffiws
Nlews frorn Lcndonr"
Turbo Toolkitr
The new Turbo Toolkit disk has
been updated again after valu
able input from Mark Swift. Tur

bo Toolkit currently stands at
version 3c27, the previous dis-
tribution was 3b27 This toolkit
is freeware and should be used
in place of all previous versions
of Turbo Toolkit and the Run-
time Turbo Toolkit
Whal you get with this update
is the following'-L-L^n^r^r- ^^ rvr/-,.+^L-l^ t:l^
tur uuTdtLll, dil L^LUUtdutc iltu
that patches Turbo ccmpiled
programs to make them both
32"bit clean and able to deal
with system variables not at
the usual QL address. Turbo-
Patch is at version 1,10, and will
repatch programs patched with
previous versions, removing
the old patch and replacing it
with the new lt will refuse to
waste its time and yours patch
ing programs already patched,
or not compiled with the last
official version of lrbo.
CONFIGURE, Mark Knight stan-
dard configuration program to
configure defaults tor Turbo-
Patch
New TURBO-TK*CODf file,
works better than previous
versions on all known platforms
including SMSQ/E, QXL, Q40
etc lncludes support for high
resolution screens and some
other new keywords.
Altered DEMOS-BAS listing,
accesses system variables
using SYS*VARS instead of
hard-coded addresses,
ReSize-BAS listing, shows how
to provide your own programs
with resizeable repositionable
windows that will work on high-
resolution SCrcens; uses the
FWINDOW% function from the
new Turbo Toolkii.

Some *BlN files to allow
daughter SBASICS and Miner-
va MultiBasics to use some of
the basic structure keywords if
desired.
Present*EXN file, extension file
needed to allow TurboPatch
program to run,
NewlurboToolkit-TXT a text file
explaining the changes made
to Turbo Toolkit and the use of
the -BlN files.
TurboPatch- TX T file, explains
how to use TurboPatch pro-
gram.
NewTurboTK*ZlP is a file that
coniains all the above com-
pressed using the QL version
of lnfoZip li should soon be
available from QL public domain
s0urces including bulletin boards.
A disk containing the files un-
compressed should soon be
doing the rounds for those
who haven't learned/won't
learn to use UnZip.
Work on Turbo Toolkit seems
to be nearly finished and the
update is freeware.
Perfection:
Another version of Perfection
is about to ship to members of
the beta-test team, with a new
CONFIGURATOR so the exten-
ded delaults can be used. This
version of Per{ection uses hlgh
resolution screens properly, so
you may resize its windows to
use an Aurora screen, and pre

configure large windows if you
wish. lt also works even if you
configure it for say, aIA24x768
screen and then start it up in

640x480, since if the confi-
gured windows don't fit it re-
turns to internal defaults lt has
better configuration options, in-

cluding the facility to use a sub-
direciory to load lonts and the
full length of a QDOS or
SMSQ/E filename for the de-
fault. As this project advances
the day when it is released
must be drawing near: and I

hope this will happen be{ore or
during March-no promises, but
it looks likely. The new Perfec
tion is likely to be freeware.

K-BASE:
This freeware package {NOT
public domain), which received
a glowing review recently in QL
Today, is currently being upda"
ted siightly to give it better
screen handling on extended
QL and compatible systenns A
minor change to the search
routine is also planned. The
updated disk will then be sent
to QUBBFSOFT PD and any
other PD libraries I can think ot
and may appear on a QL Today
cover disk.
Chinese proverb: 'The man
who does not make mistakes
usually does noi make anything""
I sent the wrong version of my
article on the QL clock pro

blems and it was duly published
in the JaniFeb i999 Ql- Today,

Throughout the article where
dates reter to 1960 Jan 0i
00:00,00 as the start of QL
clock time they should of
course re{er to 1961 Jan 01

00,00:00 Sorry if this caused
any confusion to anybody typ
ing in listings or examples, The
only version on my hard disk
refers 1o 1961 and I don't know
how I managed io ship the
earlier version to QL Today,
Portable Screen Toolkit:
Release is neat the machine
code parts have now been
thoroughly tested on every-
thing from a standard QL with
fxpanderam to a Super Gold
Card system with Aurora and
SMSQ/[, as well as other
SMSQ/I platforms like the Atari
ST and TT and a QXL I am still

working on the SuperBASlC
example and tutorial files and
the documentation.
For those who didn't heai: thrs
toolkit ailows prograrnmers lo
produce good screen handling
and/or animations that work on
a wide range of QL and compa-
tible platforms. For one test I

produced an animated 3-D frac-
talon my Gold Card Ql- and ran
it on a Super Gold Card/Aurora
system, a QXL, an Atari QL
emulator and under various ver
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sions of SMSQ/E. The Super
BASIC examples will include
3 D drawing routines to be
used in your own p''ograms.
Other uses of the toolkit tn

clude simple things like giving a
prograrn the ability to resize
and reposition its windows.
Used properly it will make good
screen handling oasier and
help improve the portability of
soflware that makes effective
,,^^ ^{ ;+. +^^;l;+;^^ TA^ n^.+^kt^u)g ur rrJ rduilnrc). r tc r ut Lduttr

Screen Toolkit will be freeware
The Fractal Collection:
This is almost finished but the
documentation is in a poor
state and needs a lot of work.
The Fractal Collection programs
use hrgh rcsolution screens
properly to produce specta-
cular full screen fractals up to
the maximr.rm size your system
can display. Major components
of the Fractal Collection are
Easy Attractors and a pair of
Mandelbrot programs. Iasy
Attraciors plots the Attractors
of lterated Funclion Sets of
Linear Af fine Transforrnations,
and no, you don't have to un'
derstand what that means to
use it, just look at the specta-
cular patterns. The Mandelbrot
programs are Mandelbrot Ma-
nia and Zoom Mania, produced
jointly by Mark Knight and
George Gwilt,
There are two Mandelbrot pro-
grams because Zoom Mania
requires a hard disk and pro-

duces animated lVandelbrots
(using the portable screen
toolkit) There are other more
minor fractal programs in the
collection too, and it is intended
that the manual should com
bine with the software to pro-
vide an educaiional package to
teach users about the history
of fractals and chaos theory.
The Fractal Collection will be
sold by Q-Branch.
Mark Knrght 304, Porlobeldo
Road, Nofting H,:,,, LOND0N,
w10 5IA. {CIIgil 932 6987.

C68 Support Poges
Dave Walker's C6B support
pages on the Web have now
moved to a new site.
His new home page address rs
http : /lwww" iti m p i 

" 
f reese rve "

co.uk
ln addition to C6B support, you
can also download George
Gwilt's software f rorn this
address.

Superbasic Sourcebook
by Tim Swenson
After loo much thought and a
whoie lot less effort, The Su-
perBasic Source Book is now
available. lt was io originally be
named the Qliberator Source
Book, but a fair bit of infor-
mation applied to more than
just Qliberator
It's just over 30 pages in Quill
(about 90K) and covers Qlib,
Toolkits and programming
tools. ll is available from my
web page,
www.geocities.com /S i I i oo n
Valley/Pines/S865
in the QL PD Documentation
Prolect page.
I plan to add to it as I come up
with more material. Looking for
lots of feedback also So get it
and give it a read.
swensont@j ack.sns.co m

Q40llinux 68k NE\YS
Richard Zidlicky has ported
Linux-68k to the newly released
Q40. This raises an interesting
possibility, since Richard is
author of the uQLx emulator for
Unrx/Linux based machines,
that the Q40 might ilself be able
to run a QL emulator under
Linux! Linux is used by many QL
users, and the original designer
of Linux {Linus Torvald} used to
be a QL user at one lime,
Richard is now looking to have
Q40 support added to fu{ure
releases of the Linux system.
This may have the potentral of
rncreasing the target market for
the Q40 among Linux users too.

MicroEmacs Editor
News
Thierry Godetroy has made the
QL version 4 pointer driven
MicroEmacs editor available
from his Web site.
An updated Microth/ACS v4 00
release (18101/99 release) rs

available al the tollowing URL'
http:l/www. i nrag i net.f r/ - god
ef roy/en g I islr/download. htrn I

You may also look at,

http : //www"i mag i net.f n/ " g od
ef roylen g I ish /Q Ln ews" htnn I

for a log of the changes since
the last release (the main
change being the QTyp ll spell
checking capability).

'The l-ibrany' !'{ews
Phil Jordan emailed us to let us
know that The Library (as he

now calls his PD library service)
should be up and running very
soon. Things goi slightly de-
layed by equipment failure (no

doubt the shock o{ the work-
load of transferring the sheer
volume of the former Steve
Johnson PD library material),

but at the time ol writing, in mid
February, work was progres
sing well, As soon as The
Library is ready he will dispatch
the requests received so far

lor the catalogue. He was
hoping to take The Library to
attend the Hove Quanta Work-
shop if ready in time

Some new PD releases were
also being added at the time of
writing, for example, Geot{
Wicks' his Spelling Crib pro
gram complete with Qtyp Dic-

tionary - a new versron of the
program reviewed recently in

QL Today.

Philip Jordan, 42 l-{awthorne
Crescent, Cosham, Nr. Ports-
mouth, Hants., P06 2TP
England, Tel: 01705-37A574
philip@jordanplj.f neeserve.co.uk

&L ffodog



JUST WORDS! NF\)trS
Spell-Crib now uses QTYP
\ r^-^;^^ a nn ^J il tf-T tlr/\nnntVCISIUII Z.UU UI JUJI VVUNU)I
freeware program SPELLING-
CRIB is now available This ver-
sion uses a QTYP dictionary
insiead of a plain text file and
needs just 39k mernory. SP[L-
LING-CRIB is a pointer driven
program and wiil work with any

QTYP dictionary in any lan-
guage On the SPIL-LING-CRIB
disk is an English language
QTYP dictionary of about
65,000 words The standard
QTYP dictionary has about
45,000 words

F\(/D Computing ldews
Frank Davis writes of his deci-
sion lo cease selling QL pro
ducts in North America,
Just a short note to let all o{
you know that North America
is getting a new QL and 288
dealer and place to get up-
grades and repairs done for
their beloved Slnclairs. This guy
has been working with me for
the last few years to do up-
grades and repairs on ZBBs. He
is also well versed in Sinclair
(yes speccys tool) for repair
also. He is also knowledgeable
about rnonitor repair I highly
recommend that you support

him,

Dealers from
elsewhere. I hope
that you will take
the time to con-
tact him and get
yourselves esta-
blished with each
other so that you
can all continue
to support each
other His name rs

John Rish and he lives in San
Antonio, Texas here in the USA.
He is a subcriber to QL Today
and to QUANTA. He needs for
the Sinclair user groups to
contact hirn, as well as TSNUG.

Give him your support, and I

thank all of you for the support
that you gave me over the
years. I will still be a user and
available for advice if I can be
of assistance, but no longer as
a dealer Time, space and other
considerations have taken me
out of that. I am now only
dealing in Amiga and some
MAC software, no hardware.
John is buying a lot of my QL
and Z8B stock
Rita Jean Willis bought part of
my stock but will only be
dealing with South Americans
as she is out of Rio de Janiero.
Should she contact you, please
be of assistance to her

John Rish's email rs'

7460 1 .1 53S@compuserve.corn
He has gotten started on hrs

first web page for his business.
http : //rn e m be rs.tri p od. cornl
hes*computing/hesl . html

New Software fnom
Beginners'Club
Beginners' Club {of ltaly) has
announced two new freeware
software releases,* The Reader v1,40, a new
version of the QWK Off line
Reader under pointer
environment.
* Euro Converter v1.10, a pro-
gram for converting between
[uro currency and the national
currencies of the member
cteiac n{ tho Frrrnno:n l\/nno.J(U\VJ V! tr lU LVTVVUUI r rVrVI lU

tary Union
Both prograrns may be down
loaded from their Web site at,

http: //w w w. ge oci ties .co m /
SilieonVallcy/l- ab/ 50L1/

-Y*:tlii;r/ti;*v:-lvrv j::, j::*:::t*-9111,3..:,
gun €i - r,i,;:nr[3' !,ssssii

iersmr _. . :l,.f.py.L.:,+ffii,..... . ..,f*f-r-ii
icErEi lC,iiirjIT.mi ie36.tii

New USA Dealer
Home Electronics Service is

pleased to announce to the

Sinclair community that we
have taken over the business
from Frank Davis, (FWD Com-

puting)

We have been a part of the
Sinclair scene since 1982,

repairing ZX Spectrums for
Sinclair Research in England
We provide Sales, Service, ancj

Software for the QL, Spectrurn,
ZXB1 and ZB8,

Look for us on the web at

www.members"tripod.com/
hes*cornputing/hes 1 .html
Our emarl address is
74601 .'l 53S@eompus€rve.conl

MISTAKES N QTYP DICTICI-
NARV
When I was writing SPILLING-
CRIB, I came across a mistake
in the standard QTYP dictio-
nary. 'Voracious" in all its forms
is grven as 'Voratious" I did a

check in the 18 volume tl)
Oxford tnglish Diclionary and
no word "Voratious" exisis.
Could people let me know i{

they find faults in any of the
English or Dutch QTYP dictio
naries, including my 65,000
word version? I understand
there are also some mistakes
in the QTYP French dictionary, lt
is important that we ensure
these dictionaries are as
accurate as possible.
Geoft Wicks, 28 Ravensdale,
Basildon, Essex, 5516 5Hl..i"

Tel: 01268-28X826
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Hours of Operation is Monday
Friday 1300 hrs to 2100 hrs
central time zone.
Phone number, 210.661.4976
Our mail address is,

52?2 Kazen Dr.

San Antonio
Tx 7E?19
USA
We look forward to serving
you.

John R. Rish Home Flectronics
c^-.,i^^
JCI YILC

Ql-ATter UPDATF
Al Feng emailed us to let us
know that QLATter V1.209 is

now avaiiable free of charge
from him, via email, from
alfeng@juno.eom
QLATter is a freeware utility
intended for use with Jan
Venema's QLAY emulator but
can be used with a regular QL
or QDOS compatible.
Al Feng, 914 Rio Vista Circle
SW Albuquerque, NIM 87105,
[J5A

RWAP Software News
SBASIG/SuperBASlC
Reference Manual
Release 1 of the SBASIC/Super
BASIC Ref. Manual is available as
f,om 2812199. This new version is

available at the same price of [40
plus post and packing.
For people who purchased the
manual prior to this date: updates
for release tr cost 16, users can
order this and lhe next update for
a total of tl0. lt is also worth
updating lhe support disks send
the original disks and t2 for this.

Fortheoming Froducts
By the time that you read this,
Q-Help should be available at the
cost oi [10. This is a small utility
to allow you to find oui the syntax
of the most common SuperBASlC
keywords and a small description
of their use.
Q-Help builds 0n the data
provided by the SBASIC / Super-
BASIC Rel Manual and is not in-

tended to replace any part of it.

The reference manual provides a
lot more de{ailed information
about each keyword and compati-

bility issues. Q Help can be called
from the interpreter or run as an
execulable iob, lt is easy to add
your own help {iles to the system
and the program can be linked
with Q-lndex supplied with the
reference manual.

Flightdeck
Flightdeck will also soon be avai-
lable at the price of [10. This is an

excellent flight simulator {originally
from DeltaSofl in Bristol) which
already has a large lollowing. lf
you want to learn how to {ly a

twin jet passenger plane on
instrumenls, this rs lhe program
lor you. Fly between any of 24 UK
airports and even add your own
for more fun. I am currently wor-
king on a program to ensure com-
patibilily with SMSQ/E, although
the current version {available now)
can be used withot"rt any pro-
blems on standard QLs and
Minerva.

New Web Site
My new Web site has rnoved. lt
is now at:

http://rwap "we bj u mp.oo rn

WK S{-}PPORT SKNCX-,AXR

QtsOX USA

COMPUTER BUX,I.ETIN EOARD SERVICE

n Now in our 4th year oxr-trine round the etrock since October, 1993

n Fdn message area and File Download areas

m We carry all popul&r ${NCI-AXR message area$ frorn Europe

m Caffis fiom n4"4k--300 baud ars wetrcoms

n QBOX - {JSA nlns on a SINCLAIR QL with Strper Gold Card,
F{ermes, QUtsXnE, 20CIM8 drive, USR $portstcr 14.4 modene

4 W{3 FSKS &&$-t &JS

(8r0)2s4-9878
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There are several *TXT files on
the disk. These are plain text files-
you can view them with any text
editor; or with the VIEW facility in

QPac 2, or even with the QID
editor on this disk once you have
decompressed that program.

LIST OF FILES

5U PPLI ED
UNZIP program to decompress
the "-zip' files on the disk - see
above.

README*TXT-A plain text file

describing the contents of the
disk. Please read this file. Among
other things, it tells you the names
ol the rnstructions f iles where
relevant for the programs on the
disk.

GWASLlvZ-zip Version 1.20 of
George Gwilt's 68008 assembler
program, 1o accompany Norman
Dunbar's assembler programming
serres. The GWASL software rs

Freeware.

CONFIG " [X[Cutable program

for configuring the GWASL as-
sembler lo accompany the Nor
man Dunbar Assembler series.

default drive. For example,
1o unzip the lile containrng
listings published in this

infiolrng:0ee4b_bqs
inftflting: Cee4c_bqr
inftotingr [ee$-b*s
infldtingr fsE-firlil

volume of QL loday, place i i;1!;11;i;iliii&.t^- i in{lqtinqr IH0EH'l-bosthe cover disk {or preler i;;i;iiil; iiiiiiji;tli-,
ably a backup copy) in i lliillli:i Tl[E!'ffi;o-'
FLPl_ and a blank. fg1- : inrrotin{: LocBTE_bqs

matted disk rn FLP2- tllou , llillllliiBl?il;ifi'
can use RAMl- rnslead ol i-Tllffilil|; BilE_[ji
FLP2* if your system only l intLotini: FlTecs-uos

influting: U$E-bur
influtinqr SHflKE-bus

has a single lloppy disk i

drive), then enter the lol '

lowing commands in SuperBASlC
or SBASIC'
DATA_USE Fi,P2_

EX FLPLUNZIP; r FtPl TISTINGS*JIP I

The display now shows a list of
files being unpacked by the unzip
program. Wait until it has finished-
this may take a couple of minutes.
You should now ftnd the decom-
pressed liles on the disk in drive
2.

QED-zip Version 1,01 of Jan
Bredenbeek's QLD editor
(Freeware), to accompany Norman
Dunbar's assembler programming

series.

68KEXTl-zip Plain text lile
with 68000 instruction set notes
f or assembler programmers, to
accompany Norman Dunbar's as-

sembler programmtng series.

E

Volum€ 3 Issue 6 eoven Disk

Some of the files on this cover
disk have been compressed using
a program called ZIP so that they
require less space on the disk and
allowing us to pack more onto rt.

OBLIGATORY I\OTICE
This cover disk contains f iles
compressed using lnlo-ZlP's com-
^.^^^;^^,,+;l;+,, Th^^^ t;l^^ ^^^l +^pttr))tuil uilllly. tileJc iltu5 ilutru tu
be decompressed using the Unzip
program supplied on the disk. lnfo
ZIP's sofiware (Zip, Unzip and rela
ted u{ilities) is free and can be
obtained as source code or exe-
cutables f rom lnternet/WWW
sites, including
http ://www.cdro m "eorn/p u b/
infozip/
You can get versions f or
QDOS/SMS systems from Jona-
than Hudson's Dead Letter Drop
web site'
http ://www.j rh udson.d e m0 r'r "

co"uk

{JSING UNZIP
You can get {ull instructions and
other files for Unzrp and Zip from
the above Web siles.
BrieIIy, Unzrp decompres rit{R\i$i{Ni$$-\\\\i\-\i\\ir:,r\Ni $\,\\\\Nl\\\iN\iN\\\\i\N$$iNliiittt!Si\iLtltltlt\iid\$t$1ii{i$l\iiln$.i\\l\\l!ia\tlN\S::i\\Si\\\N\f,i\\\iil\\\\i\N$tNit$i:

ses files to the DATA llSF lflrchi',e: rcnl-lisiinsi-rip iSeS lileS tO the DATA_[J$[ ,ffrchive: nnml-iistins
, rnfl0trnqi uee4u_Dfts

Trans24-zip Version 1.03 ol
Trans24, a 9 pin graphics to 24 pin
graphics printer dump converter
filter This is a Cardware program,
which means it is free to use and
copy, but the author (Rall Rekondt)
would like to receive a postcard
from users of ihis program. lf you
like this program, send a poslcard
to the author in Germany, Ral{

Rekndt, Steinstrasse 33, D 53773
Hennef/Sieg
KBASE2z0*zip Version 2 20
I lrn OOI nl K-Q,eco r cimnla tn rrco
\vur r J J./ u J,' r rP,u ,e UJU

database program by Mark Knight.
An earlier version o{ this program
was reviewed by Darren Branagh
in Volume 3 lssue 5 of QL 

-ilbday.

This program is freeware.
TUTK3c27-zip Version 3c27
of the recent Freeware release of
Turbo Toolkit, This versron is

produced by the team ol Mark
Knight and David Gilham. Also
included rs a Turbo compiled yob

patch program based on the work
o{ Davide Santachiara and Mark
Swili, which palches the startup
code of older versions ol Turbo

compiled programs.
SPELCRIB-ZIP Version 2 00 of
Spelling Crib by Geoff Wicks of
Just Wordsl (author of Solvit Plus,

QL Thesaurus and QL Style
Check). This is a more recent
version ol a program reviewed in

V3i4. This version uses
dictionaries lrom the QTYP
spelling checker a

sample English dictionary
is included. Spelling Crib
V2,00 needs Toolkit 2 and
Pointer Environment.
Spelling Crib v2.00 is Free

ware.
i [-lSTlNlGS*zip - assorted

lrstings lrom the 6 rssues

I of Volume 3 of QL Today,

i [nglish language edition.
i lncludes a text file called

LISTINGS-TXT which
contains details of the programs.
INDEXS*TXT plain text file
containing an index to the
contents of the 6 issues of Volume
3 of QL Today.

l{ the cover drsk is damaged,
please send an lnternational
Reply Coupon to QBranch or
JMS to abtain a replacement.
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QD98 Review - Jsclran responds
When laying out the review by
Dave Westbury for the last
issue, I was surprised how
quickly he got used to many of
lhe features (l know the datE I

sent it to him).

The review is very positive, but
I guess every QD owner is
aware that this program ts
prograrnrned by somebody
who uses his own creation. QD
is and will always be under
development, and suggestions
for further improvements are
always welcome (no promise
that everything will be imple-
mentedl)
Now a few explanations of
some 'unclear' points:

Although Dave (and most
others) got used to a flashing
"text changed" item, l've added
a way of turning this off (in QD
9 already in fact). lssue the
command
SET*-DEFAUL? 96, n0"

and start a QD afterwards the

icon will appear if the text is

changed but will not flash (not

10070 true, this is the only
known bug in Version A,00 of
QD98, but il is fixed in A,01)
Marking a block yes, the way
it is done dates back from QD
Vl. However I prefer the QD
way of marking blocks, especi-
ally if you need to scroll Com
pare with Windows: once you
have started highlighting a

block, you must not lrft the fin
ger from the mouse button. For
long blocks, it is much slower
and requires more finger acro
batics Don't know if I would
change it even if the Pointer
Environment would support
block marking by dragging,
Marking srnaller blocks in Win-
dows may sornetimes be faster;
depending on the application
(sometimes worse, especially in
Word, where the program
knows much better than you
want you plan to do: parts of a

word or expression can be-
come a major fiddlel)
You can pick QD to the top and
make the pointer/cursor move
to lhe position at which you left
it by "waking" it, ie right-click to
pick the QD window {or
HOT-WAKE, it you prefer
hotkeys)
Delete selected ranges of con-
trol codes? Does anyone else
think this is very useful? lf so,
lell nne why, please!
Automatic line number remove/
add on load and save . hm,

nice idea, but very, very dif ftcuit
to be implemented in a consis-
tent way I will think about it
The context menu will get
block commands if a block is

marked you're not the first
person asking for this, Dave,
and it definitely makes a lot of
sense. Version A.02 (after lhe
QL Today issue you are rea-
ding) will have it implemented,
so please be patient
Finally, the explanalory window
colours will be configurable in

the next version too!
T

Secrets of the 8t
Al Boehm

Some time ago, a NESQLUGeT {New tngland
Sinclair QL User Group) wrote in complaining that
lhere seemed to be an 'in group" that knew
everything while most of us knew only a little
about the QL^ Recently a writer in QL Today came
up with the same idea calling one group lhe
'feeders" and the other group the 'chickens'. Well
now you can be part of the "in group", one of the
"feeders' simply by purchasing the new
SBasic/SuperBasic Reference Manual by Rich
Mellor Franz Hermann, and Peter JAger Don't
believe me? Well, read on.
The manual consists of two hefty inch and a half
thick 44 volumes, Plus three disksl
The bulk of the manual consists of Keywords not
only of SBasic and SuperBasic, and the SMSQ/I
and Minerva operating systems, but of all the
toolkits I have ever heard of plus many more I did
not know existed (more on this below in the disk
section), plus Keywords specific to various
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boards. Yes, it even includes the Keywords for
the QSound board which plays music and which
Ed Kingsley and I had been looking for:

But it contains much more than Keywords. The
manuai has an enlightening introduction which
discusses the various operating systems plus the
proper way to install toolkits which I thought I

knew all about WRONG there are six distinct
stages speed enhancements, device drivers
toolkits, Pointer System, Secondary set up pro-
grams, and finally required jobs such as ALTKFY

FSERVE that need to be initialized before you load
your main job{s).

The introduction also provides intormation on how
to compile programs and how to write programs
for the Pointer Environment.
There are also no less than 11 appendices:
Minerva, SMSQ/E, Fmulators, Thor f xpansron
Boards, Compatibility, Multiple Basics, Frror Mes'
sages, Character sets, Designing Fonts, Math,
Device Drivers, Pointer Environment, Coercion,
Mouse Drivers, QL Displays, and Networks, These

VER$

Syn tax: vrnt

or veirr I rot] with a.r, o, -r,
Location: QL R)M

The function ys'rs, which is
short identi ficat ion code for
system ROM" Here are most of the
deve lopment ) l

-z (Minerva and SMS only)

the same as r,rns(o) returns a
the version of the current
possitrle values iin order of

are rather complete appen
dices averaging 14 pages
each. For example, the Net
work appendix covers Qnet
Flexynet, Midinet, SERNet,
Amadeus lnterlink, and QL
PC Fileserver: I learned that
Midinet is not to hook up to
a musical instrument but
rather a way to use the MlDl
ports available on some
emulators for a net between
computers.
The Keyword section con-
tains not only the syntax
and a very understandable
description of usage but
also contains which toolkit/
board it is from, examples,
notes, implernentation, war
nings, and cross-references
to other keywords. Here is
an Example, (ltaiics which
help in Syntax have been
omitted in this review to
enable me to send it email)

{Used with permission )

As you can see a lot more
information is provided
beyond a simple explana-
tion. The above VER$ entry
is two pages long in the
manual lwe scaled ff down ,

original size is 44, like this
magazine - EditorJ. Most are
typically one page long
But some are much longer,
OPEN is 5 pages wrth 7

NOTES, DIM is nine pages
with B NOTTS and 19 ex-
amples, one of which is two
pages long! Of coutse,
SOme are very Short: INVXY
has the syntax and brret
description and then,
WARNING, Do not use thisl

r{rr Explanat ion

original ROMs;

FB This is the first ROM sold in April 1984, QDOS
version 1.00. lt comes with a 'Dongle' - a

board which needed to be plugged into the QL's
RoM porl. It is very unreliable and shouid be
repLaced! I

PM These three ROl'{s were developed during the
foliowing two months.

EI

AH

JM

JS

Released as the "definitive
1 984.
British Ql., QDOS v1.03, the
was exported.
Released in spring 1985, QDOS v1.10.
Also found on early Thors and patched in ST/QL
and early Amiga Enrulators.
American QL,

A version of the llcx RoM

for the llK market.
Another patched version,
Ce rmany.
0ut of the three patches,
one and was produced for

version in June

first version which

These versions were
only sold in the
respective countries.

QDOS vl.1l

produced independenl Iy

mainiy distributed in

this is the only legal
the United States

JSU

MGD

MCE

MCF

MCG

MGI

MCN

MOS

M6B

MCY

MCE

TFP

Palches:
lv'ICUK

i,{CUS

Danish \
Span i sh
French
Ge rman
Italian
l,{o rweg i an
Swedish
Swed i sh
Finish
6reek
Oreek /

,, QL

SBASIC/SuperBASIC Reference Manual 6/1/98 Section 5
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lnfo on Disks
Three disks come with the manual. The first is an
electronic index for the Manual. lf you look up a

Keyword in lhe manual you find its syntax and
usage. But most of the time, you want to do
something, but you don't know what the keyword
is. That's what the electronic index does You can
start with a topic, say Accessing Memory and the
relevant Keywords are displayed: PttK, PEEKS,
PEEKS, PEEK*I POKE, POKIS, POKE$, POKT*F

developments:

Different ROMs used on the TH0R XVI

QL with Minerva RoM, a very much debugBed and
enhanced version of the Js RoM, available in al1
languages for all kinds of QLs.

Either the SMSQ or SMSQ/E replacement operating
system for QXLs, Atari ST/STE and TT series
computers and the Miracle Gold Card family of
add-on cards.

NOTE N:
vER$ can be used to wri te flexible programs which adapt

themselves to specific features of computers and ROM

implementations. However, if you intend to test vER$, for
examp I e :

IF vER$= 'JN'

to retain compatibility with the different ROM versions,
you must first assign the contents of vrn* to a variable:

100 a6.vER$

rt0 IF 8$(t TA 2)='NC':PRINT 'M RoN'

NOTE 2:
The names of the original ROMs were derived from names of

Clive Sinclair's secretaries, laxi drivers he met and so on.
{Just in case you are looking for any sense behind the
abbreviatlons, )

MINERVA NOTES:
On Minerva, ysn.r accepts a parameter:

PROT*MEM, TTPEEK$, TTPOKT$, and TTV
ln addition, Topic Cross-References are displayed:
Reserving lVemory, ltlemory Fragrnentation,
Copying/Moving Memory, and more. Fach 0f
which can be selected to obtain further Key-
words. Also listed when appropriate, is Manual Ap
pendices references. What a brain saver lhis is!

The second disk contains all the example
programs contained in the manual. Short one or
two line examples such as found above rn VER$

New

PT
pn

lsr 1

as Fer above VER$.
returns the base address of the system variables
(normallv $28000 = 163840 on a standard Qt).
returns the current job identification number"
returns the version of QDOS (see also QDOS$).

are very useful. But that is

not what is meanl by exam
ple programs. We are talk-

ing about stand aione or full

procedures that illustrate a

Keyword capability Many
can be used in your own
programs to accomplish a
,.lit+;^,,1+ ^h^"^ Th^.^uil ilLuil. l.-|utu. t iluttr drg

over 200 example pro

grams on the disk
The third disk contains ths
Public Domain toolkits co
vered in the manual with the
source code included tor
many. This third disk is im

portant in two ways.
1. I don't know where I

would have gotten my

hands on some of these
toolkits
2 The docs on explaining
the toolkits make me appre-
ciate the manual more. You

see, most of them are in

German, French, or Spanishl
Ordinarily one uses a refe-

rence rnanual only when
needed to look up a parti

cular item. But I find myselt
leafing through this manual

lust to find all those tidbits
of QL lore that somehow
escaped me, and nOw I can
feel like a "feeder" not a
"chrcken".

The SBasic/SuperBasic Re-

lerence Manual is available

directly from Rich Mellor at

RWAP or you can use credit
cards at QBranch for 40
pounds ($67) plus postage
n

I{BA

vER6(0)

vERt( -2 )

VERS(-t )
vER$(t)

SMS NOTES:
vrnr has been amended to provide the same faciLities as on

Minerva.

WAR.NING:
If you fail to assign vrnr

value, then you can crash a
happen on Minerva ROMs (pre
vatiant veR$(rt),

to a variable before testing its
JS (or JSU) RoM. This will also
v|.77) with Minerva's extended

CROSS-R.EFERET{CE:
oooss returns the version number of QDOS in the same way as

vERs(!), See also r*lcsr,*ra and p*ocrssdn.

SBASIC,/SuperBASIC Reference Manual 6/1/98
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George Gwilt writes:
While I agree totally with Norman
Dunbar that his Example 2 in QL Today

Jan/Feb page 25 is better than Example 1 for the
loop he illustrates, I myself do sometimes use the
latter form. ln a piece of code where the nurnber
of iterations is presented in D0!V from some-
where else, rather than being explicitly known,
Norman Dunbar's preferred code might become,
Start SUBQ.W #L,D0 adjust to 'count-Lt

ndhLUUp DDrt Uljel Ul-L:UUe

DBRA D0,Loop
Unfortunately you will get a nasty surprise if DO,W

happens to be zero. To correct this you might try,
Start SUBQ"W #1,D0 adjust count and set

condition codes
BMI.S End exclude a zero count

Loop BSR Useful-code
DBRA D0,Loop End

Even this might not be what you want. Although
BM|.S correctly stops a zero count berng used, it
also stops counts of 32769 to 65536. To allow
this range the program might now become,
Start TST.I,I D0 is DO.V zera? . "

BEQ"S End 
;.,; 1": 

- don't loop

SUBQ.W #1,D0 " allow counts of 1
to 65536

Loop BSR Useful-code
DBRA DO,Loop End

However the other method to do exactly the
same is, simply:
Start BRA.S Skip Loop

BSR Useful*code
Skip DBRA Loop drop througb Lst time

if aero count
This is certainly neaier
I agree too that the DBT instruction is indeed
peculia( but so is l\OP Both instructions do
nothing except take up time and space. Two
NOPs are ihe same length as one DBT but take a
shorter lime, lf you wani a more efficient delay
loop you might replace

NOP

NOP

by
DBT Do,x (a non-existent branch to

itselfl) in its core.

PH. Tanner writes:
0n page 48 of the latest {Jan/Feb
1999) issue of QL Today Mr Westbury

mentions"Master Spy's fatal bug "

I well remember this as a feature, if that is the
word for it, of version 1.8 of this marvelious utilitv

as I used it for rnany happy years

It has, howeve[ been eliminated from version 3.3

as currently sold by QBRANCH. Since this also

has many other additions, such as support for the
larger screen sizes now available, and rnore

flexible set up options, I would urge any users of

earlier versions to upgrade
(Thankee, lttlr Wood Thankee, surt That'll do

nicely)

Mr Westbury also refers to Master Spy's ability to
edit binary files lt is one of the {ew edilors that I

have used which offers this option: and il is

definitely the best among them for this purpose,

But it entails the use of a full 256-character screen

{ont, such as is the default in MINIRVA.

Master Spy is unique, though, in that where other

editors only offer Overwrite editing of binaries, it

also allows lnsert.

This makes many things possible For instance, I

have used it on occasion to add a QDOS serial

header to the start of a binary file. Also to change
the name of a job file to one of a different ienglh
(which may require adjustment ol the inittal branch

displacement).
And, gloriously, it allows the concatenation 0f

object files. This is useful in two ways.
Frequently an assembled program has in its tail a

block of data which remains unchanged between
versions M-Spy allows this to be kept in a

separate lile so that only the active code requires

to maintained and assembled: the data may be

added to the oblect file by a simple edit 0f
course this could be done "properly" using the

LlNKer; but M-Spy does it in half the time, and with
none of the associated fiddle faddle.

And I suspect that I am not alone in having accu-

mulated over the years a number ol favourite
enrichments of the basic system, each ol which
requires to be LR[SPRed lt has been for many
years my practice to concatenate these into a

single file, LBYTESed into a single RISPR, and

CALLed from the appropriale offsels This would

have been impossible wilhout M-Spy.

What a crying shame it was that ARK never
completed their word processor before they left
the QL scene

&L fedwg



David Bunbury writes:
Mark Knight has done us a valuable
service in reminding us of the irnmi-

nence of the 
.20?9 

bug' and for suggesting ways
of outwitting it; {QL Today Jan 1999, p34)

Unfortunately, it seems that some existing com-
mercial software is already affected. After trying
out Mr Knight's routines,l forgot to reset my clock
and so inadvertently acquired a couple of post-
2029 files on a floppy-disc I was surprised later
to see these turn up at the wrong end of a time-
ordered directory listing from QPAC2 As the date
on Qdos discs is held as a iong integer exactiy as
returned by MTCLOCK, it seems inexcusable that
the sorting algorithm should use signed arith-
metic. My copy of QPAC2 is version 139, so it is
possible that this may have been put right by now
but if not, I hope it will be given priority in the next
revision. After all, there are only 30 years to go.

A few other points are perhaps worth mentioning
brietly in this connection ln ShISQ/t, the DATI
function has already been corrected so that it will

wrap round in 2029 rather than resetting to zero
as in JM and JS ROMs. That means that users of
SMSQ/E will not need to replace this function
The superbasic procedure for making an un-

signed comparison of floating point numbers is, of
course, siill needed to deal with pairs of dates
which straddle 19lIl29
lncidentally, an alternative way of accomplishing
this is to make use of the fact that string compari-
sons are inherently unsigned. Thus if A and B

contain dates (as returned by DAT[) then
A_before_B = H[X$(A,32), HEX${8,32)
will give 1 if true or 0 if false This requires

toolkit2 DATE$ cannot be used in this way as the
name of the month is included in the returned
string.
Contrary to what I had been led to believe, it
seems that the dates on D0S-formatted discs are
not held in decimal form after all and, in fact, they
should be valid and unambiguous until 1980+128
years, so there is no immediate problem there.

Another interesting curiosity applies only to Gold
Card users, as the Gold Card has its own clock.
At midnight on3IlI2l5I this will reset to 1/01i51
It also cannot be manually set to a later dale and
so for those of us far-sighted enough to have
kept our Gold Cards in service, it will therea{ier be
forever 205i, thus avoiding lhe 2097 bug alto-
gether {not to mention the 2108 bug; see above).
It is, perhaps, a bit too early to be speculating on
what the wider implications ol that might be but all

lhe same, from now on I shall be keeping an
anxious eye on the long-range weather forecasts.

Finally, can anyone explain why 1961 was chosen
as the starting date of the QDOS clock when the

QL did not come on the market until more than 20
years later? lYes, accordrng to Tony Tebby fhat's
becar.rse this is fhe date at which Aaron Turner
was born - Jochenl
lAnyone else know of any examples of date
handling producing unexpected results in a QI-
progran{? - Editod

Bristol 8L User Group, by Henry
Orlowski
It has been an honour and a pleasure

to have been the Chairman of the Bristol QL User
Group for many years Until the end of 1998 that
is.

Alas many of our rnembers have fallen by the
wayside and in the end it was with a great deal of
regret that the committee put a proposal to the
the AGM that the group should fold at the end of
19E8.

It was a sad time when we had to sign the final

bank forms to close the group account and

forward remaining funds to QUANTA for their use
as they see fit. I would like to thank all group

members, past and present, tor their eiforts in

making our nine years of activity so successful.
What happened? Well, whilst we were a very well

organised group, meeting every month in the

same venue, the level of attendance reached a

low that it was unable to support the activities or
the aspirations of the group. ln earlier years we
were a thriving group with well formatted and
presented meetings, Towards the end, sadly,

fewer people attended, For some the lourney
became too much and less regular Others
stopped being as centrally involved in the group
as previously. Yet others had further commitments
thal were difficult to juggle with attendance at the
regular meetings.
Many Ql'ers will I am sure remember the excel
lent workshops that the group organised at either
Clevedon's Walton Park Hotel or Portishead's
Somerset Hall, and may think that these will

become just a memory.
Fear notl Roy Brereton and the members of the
group who organised the workshops discussed
the possibility of holding future workshops in the
area if QUANfi so requested. The result is that
we can now look forward to the QUANTA Annual

General Meeting and workshop at the Walton
Park Hotel, Clevedon, on 25th April 1999 Please
refer to the separate notices and announcements
relating to this event in all the QL publications
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Mike Ashford may be contacted for local acco-
modation information and workshop table and
talk allocation as usual" Mlike is also acting as a

contact person for previous members of ihe
Bristol Group who wish to remain involved
(TelNo. 0i934 415416;

e-m a il rnjashf ord@u ph i I I 5 2.treeserve"co.u k)

ln this way we hope that somehow the spirit of

the Bristol Group will stay to the fore within the
QL community Please do your best to help by
attending this workshop and AGM to demonstrate
that there continues to be lite in this good old
black box.lt will be a pleasure to see you all there
and for the QL community to continue to thrive as
before.
Best wishes. l*ong live the QL Henry Crlowski

Gee Graphicsl (On the At?) Fert g
i-ferb Schaaf

The 5 Flatonic Solids
I've seni the editor a S*BASIC
program 'FlT9c5*bas" which
was a 'work in-progress' in

1996, lt is too long to print with
97822 bytes or aimosi ihe
same as 50+"tedious pages of
S*BASIC" I hope it will be put
on the cover disk so that you
can load and run it and browse
through the listing if you like
Before you load and run it be
sure to LRTSPR 'SORT' from
the Quanta Library Graphic pro
grams can call for lots of sort-
ing, lots of memory, and never
run fast enough. The program
worked OK with SMSQ/E
SBASIC and SGC, but not with
SuperBasic and liump Card
SuperBasic and Gold Card did
work, but was very slow.
I was trying to put a model of
Five lntersecting Tetrahedra or
'FlT" into my QL in 1996. I'd

made a modular origami of FIT
from folded paper After putting
the tetrahedron into the QL I

then decided to put all 5 Pla-
tonic solids into the QL before
going on to the FIT

I thought doing the Platonic
solids would be easy alter
having done the Escher Knot I

was wrong. As I blundered
along I tried to make the
PRoCedures more general so
they could work for any of the
five regular 'Platonic" solids
until I tinally had all five ot them
in the QL, A scherne that
worked for me in naming the

many arrays was to use under-
scores and an extension of the
ideas which you saw in GG*8.
That allowed me to make calls
to PR0Cedures with referen-
nad err:rrc in e mnro nonorelvuv urrulJ ilr u rrrvrv Svrrurur
way.
The algorithm for "building"

each Platonic solid within the
QL is preity much the same
We make use of known values
for face angles, inner middle,
and outer radii We RIAD in

these along with mathematical
values and other DATA frcm
Coxeter
For convenience I set up some
arrays to hold the values from
Coxeter for Platonic Solids.
PS*name$(5,12) holds the
names strings of the solids.
PS-vefpqTo(5,5) holds the inte-
ger number of vertices, edges,
faces, and the"Schlafli" p and q
values; p being edges per face,
and q being edges per vertex.
PS*angles(5,3) holds the dihe-
dral, phi, chi, and psi angles,
using the zeroth place for the
dihedral angle,
PS-radii{5,3) holds the inner
middle, and outer spherical
radii The inner lust reaches to
the center of each face, the
middle lust reaches to the cen-
ter of each edge, and the outer
reaches to the center of each
vertex.
Some mathematical "constants"

from the Coxeier book are
assigned to constants in the
QL: the 'golden ratio" tau, and

its inverse, itau, along with the
selected angles of kappa,
larnbda and mu.
After getting the vertices into
an array we make an array that
associates each edge with its
own pair of vertices. We do lhis
by using the edge-length frorn
Coxeter to collect appropriate
pairs with the 'space-between'

FUNCtion
The next step is to do ihe
reverse and make an array that
links each vertex wrth all its
edges.
What follows then is to get the
faces collected into arrays that
link faces with vertices and
vice versa, also making an

array to hold the equations of
the planes of the faces, as well
as making an array that links
faces to edges and vice versa,
and finally arranging the edges
and vertices rn a counter-clock-
wise order around each face.
Have a look at the listing and
REMarks to see how all this is

done.
We use a variety of PROCe-
dures and FUNCtions;
line-n3space, Plane-frm3points,
Pt-to*plane, rotate, angl-frm,
cyc, swap, etc. to have the Ql-
do the chores for us I hope
some of these may be useful
to you in your programs.
There are other procedures noi
called by the program, but put
in as a convenience to check
'progress' and/or debug One
is 'list-array' and another rs
'review-links', I made use of
RESTORT as suggested by Mel
LaVerne to keep track of
PROCedures and FUNCtions
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and also to keep track of my
last line nurnber Take a look
and see how it might be useful
to outline, organize, remind, etc.
for you in your own programs.
Because the modular origami
was made of interlocking fol
ded paper struts, I created simi-
lar struts in the QL, choosing a
strut-width that allowed the
intersecting parts to fit snugly. I

have RtMarked out the line
that would 'build-fit', as it was
not working 'just-right' at the
time. You may want to try it and
see jusi how far it goes before
getiing into trouble Perhaps in

a future article we will describe
a later version that does work.
Colors in N/OD[ 4 When it
comes to displaying the many
faces with different colors we
almost run oul of easy options
in MODE 4. Avoiding horizontal
and vertical color patterns

$tipples 1& 2) and not counting
the background black as a co-
lor we have red, green, white,
then the same 3 with a 1/4
Ll--.^l rl--- rl---^ 

^ 
-:rl- 4l^utauK, tnen tnOse J wrril r/ 1

black, then those 3 with 3/4
black ln addition we have the 3

mixes of red and green, 1/4
red, half and half, and 3/4 red.

Finally we have the 6 lighter
shades of red-white and green-
white combinaiions lt adds up
21 colors plus black, and fortu-
nately the 5th solid has only 20
faces. lt is iust a matter of
artistic license as to which
color goes where. Try
'show-inks' to see my choices,
Next time I hope to have a

short listing (less than 10K) for
you which you can merge with
the listing from GGUB that will

let you create and manipulate a

stereo pair of tetrahedra in your

QL.

^^f,J^- A !1 ^."!F,rrrLC|LUUL - tt KgVrgW
By Timothy Swenson
catdoc is a Unix program created by Victor Wagner and ported
to the Ql- by Jonathan Hudson, catdoc takes a Mierosoft Word
file and converts it to plain ASCII text. And that's it. lt is a sirnple
program to run, sirnple to operate, and it does what it says it
does.

buiion before I knew of this and
had to change a few files by
hand.
Once unzipped, you will have a
number of files and three sub-
directories (src, charsets, &
docs), The caldoc executable is
found under the src subdirecto-
ry I moved it to the main direc-
tory to make it easier to use,
Before running catdoc an [nvi-
ronment Variable is set for let-
ting catdoc know where the
character set files are located,
Since I had unzipped catdoc on
a floppy I set it as,

setenv tTCATD0CLIB=flp1-

eharsets*rl
Now to run catdoc all you need
is a Word file. Since I have Word
7.0 on my PC, I copied over my
ToDo lisl (todo.doc) and let
catdoc chew on it.
The simplest way to execute
catdoc is this:
exec catdoc; rrtodo" doctt
This will lake the file "tododoc",

convert it to ASCll, and display it
on the screen, lf you want to
save the output to a {ile then

executecatdoc like this'
exec catdoc; lrtodo. doe >

todo-txtrr
catdoc does some fairly sim'
plistic reading of the Word file I

noticed in converting my ToDo

file a bunch of extra information
and text that I had deleted out
of the file. lt seems that word
keeps some of this version
information in lhe file and when
catdoc processes the file it

appears.
When I converted a simple test
file with no revisions, the output
f rom catdoc looked belter I

even added a table to the
second Word documenl and
catdoc was able to handle it.
Any output from catdoc will
probably have to be cleaned up

before it is presentable. The text
file generated by catdoc can
easily be imported in to Quill,

cleaned up, and formatted to
creale a final document.
So, if you don't have access to
Microsoft Word and need to
read a Word file on the QL,

caldoc is the tool for you. lt may
not generate a "pretty"

document, but it will extract the
Iext information from the Word
document.
Those with Web access can get
catdoc free from'
http:/lwww"j rh "demon.co. u k
x

So, why would you need
caldoc? For Wintel {Win 3.1,

Win95, Win9B, & l{T) systems,
Microsoft Word is THf word
processor used. A number of
documents are created and
distributed in Word lormat,
assuming that most people
have access 1o Micrsoft Word
or a Word viewer For those
Qlers thal don't have access to
Word, but do run across Word
files, catdoc is the ulility to
convert the Word files into
something more useable for the
nr

The catdoc zip file is available
from Jonathan's web page 'The

Dead Letter Drop' or ihrough
the normal freeware distribution
channels, The distribution will fil
{with a little room lefi) on a72AK
flopplr Bef ore unzipping the
distribution, be sure you know
how to prevenl unzip from
conver{ing the dot {.) exlensions
to underlines. Since catdoc is
originally a Unix application it will
be expecting files with dot
extensions. I unzipped the dislri-
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You and Youn Progra!'ns -

Just Sood Friends?
Geoff Wicks

Part l Screen Design
I once took a newspaper that
each day printed a political car'
toon drawn by a reader: Usually
the cartoons were either beau-
tifully drawn but not funny, or
funny but badly drawn lt was
not otten a cartoon was both
funny and well drawn.
It is much lhe same with soft-
ware. There are some brilliant
programmers who can
write clever programs

and routines, but who
know little about user-
friendliness and program
presentation. Olhers can
produce attractive, easi'
ly used programs, but
which are limited in what
they do and sometimes
tull of bugs I occasio-
nally discuss with Roy
Smith how we need to
marry the "program-

mers" with the "presen-

ters"in the QL community.lf we
could bring these talents
together; QL sof tware could
blossom.
This series of articles is not
about programming as such,
but about good software de-
sign. About what you can do to
make your programs more
attractive and more user-friend-
ly I shall be formulating a num-

ber of 'Friendly Software Rules"
My first commercial software
product, Solvit-Plus 2, was initi-

ally distributed by Dilwyn Jones
Cornputing. lt was an interest-
ing, and at times humbling, ex-
perience to see a amateurish
program being whipped into
shape by an experienced tra-
der: Through this experience
my programming and presen-
tation skills improved greatly,

which in turn has benefited the
wider QL communrty.
Even after Dilwyn's work Solvit-
Plus 2 had shortcomings. Sorne
users were overwhelmed by
the number of commands, and
others felt some command
names were illogical. I learnt
from these comments and just

under two years ago radically
altered my program design

iltllE: IHSERT |J0R0S: 0 LINE: I
TYPEFffIE: ilormal t

characterised by green or
white ink on black paper with
commands at the top of the
screen, and input at the bottom.
The pointer look is charac-
terised by white ink on a black
background or black ink on a

white background The com
mands are usually placed in a
narrow band at the top of the
screen, usually on a back
ground of green and white
stipples or stripes
The first thing you have to
decide is basic screen colours.
ln mode 4 there are only 4

available colours. and this limits
the design possibilities,
particularly it you are
not prepared to experi
ment with stipples I

soon concluded that
for a different look I had

to avoid the use of
green. This meant
using red, which is a

ditficult colour as it

reproduces too harshly
on some monitors and
is barely discernible on

others.
I solved this by making
my main border a black

and red stipple, and using pure

red for internal borders. I then
had the problem of a colour to
go with red Black or white con
trast too harshly with red, and

a{ter sorne experirnenting I

decided on a white and black

From comments I have re-

ceived f rom both reviewers and
users, it has been a successtul
redesign.
I set myself an ambitious iarget.
I wanted to
get away
from a "QL

look", and pro-

duce a dis-

tinclive JUST
WORDSI

house style.
ln my opinion
there have
been two
main QL
looks, the
"Psion' style
and the

"Pointer"

style. Both
designs The

are successful
Psion style is
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1
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OL RomDisq
Up to & mbyte of flash mlelnorlr for the Q[-

A small plug in circuil for tlte QL"s ROM port (or
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or 8 rnbytes of pennanent storage
- it can be thought of as a portable hard disk on a card.
and reads at some 2 rnbl"tes per second.
Think of it - you could ftrlly boot an expanded QL.
including all drivers/StvlSQ etc off RomDi"sq at hard
disk speed with onll a rnernory expansion needed.

2 rnbl'tes RornDisq........ . .S39 (t4lti7/f'l0)
4mbltes RomDisq.. . .........€65(tcr, / $3 I 16'l )
8 mbytes RornDisq . . . g9& (f 100/19,5/t99)
Aurora adaplor......... . ........93 (93 50/I3lt4)

A major hardware upgrade for thc QL
" All llerntes l-eatures (see treloq, lbr list) FI-IJS iutt 192t

throughput on serl/ser2 not affected by sound
" IDM AT kevboard inierlace (plus tbreign drivers)
'HIGH SPEED RS232 indusu-y- standard two-wey serial port.

4SOOcps throughput {supergoldcard - qtpi - zrnodem) at
576t)0bps

'THRIE low speed R.S232 inputs (120{) to 30bps) h'iver lor
SERIAI. MOIJSE supplied. Other uses include RTTY/
graphics tublet eto

' ll Iltlili spare I/O hncs (logic) \\'ith (;M)i+5V
' Capslrrck/scrollock I..fiD corrlector
''l'urboAicvlock conncctors
" l.5k uscr datu pcrmanently storeable in Eb,PROM

All this on e urofessional board about twice llhe sizEof
the 804?_erprocessor it renlaces

Cosl (including manual/softu'are) f,90 (t9 2/ L81 rcg0)
IEM AT UK layout Keyboard .. . . tXZ, $24/f23lf.1i)
Serial nrouse. ... f.tn (Sl3/r12l$l4)
Capsloclt/scrollockLED f,l(t1.50/gl/tl.-50)
Keyboard or lnouse lead........... . f.3 (r3.s{i/rl/f3.50)
F{igh spccd scrial (ser3) lead.... . f,4 (I"1..-50/t1lr4.50)

flermes available for f25 G26/L24/n1) Working serl/2
and independent input, debounced keyboard & keyclicti

A low profile powered haekplane witF ROM po!'t

A three expansio:t hackplane with ROIV{ port includcci fbr

Rornl)isq etc. Autoftr oatl tre tltted in notebook ctsc alld
powered oflsingle 5V rail - cr-uttact QBranch tbr dctails -l'wo

boards (cg Aruora and Goid CardSuper Gold Curd/Goldhre
fixed 1o base. Suitable for Aurora (ROM acccssrhle lrom
outsidc) & QL motherboard in towcr casc. Specily !tON4

facing IN towards boards, or OI.IT to*ards track ol'case.

Cost......... "............".".... 934 (f 3 ()/f 3 3 /{ 3 5 )

sunerHermes LITE

All Hermes features (see above) + an IBM AT
keyboard interlace only. Entry level superHermes,
Cost ( incl keyboard lead). .. t53 ([5 5. -5(yd-5 I /9.5 3. 50) rzc INTER.S'ACES

Connects to Minen'a MKtrI and rrny Philips IrC bus

Power Dniver [nterface 16 tr/O lines with 12 of these uscd to

control I current carrying outplll$ ($ource and sinli capable)

? emp (for I relays, small rnotnrs).. ... . .. {'40 ([43/f]8/f4'{)
4 amp toral (for motors etc).....,.......€45 (148/[43/€50)

Selavs (8 ,1a l2v 2-way maitts relays (needs 2a pon'er
driver). .. ... ...*25(t211/t21/t27)
Parallel {nlterfueG Gives 16 input/output lincs. Can be

used rvherever logrc signals arc requtred.. E25 (L28/L2)/827 t

Analogue [-tu!er[age Gives eight I bit analogue ttt digital
inputr (ADC) and trvo 8 bit digital to analoguc outputs
(DAC). Used tbr temperature measurement$, sound

sampling (to 5 KF{z}, x/y plotting f3{l (€3 I -i0/129/f.10)

Temp probt (-,100c to +I25"c).. ... ..c10 (f,i0.5(y[I{)/f.l I)
Connectorf,rrrfour temp pr<rbes.. . ..910 (f 10 5{Ve 1(ytl l)
DEta sheets .... t2 (f.2 5olt2/L3)
Cnntrol software & manual (for all VF').. i2 (LZ 5A/L2lL3)

Minerva

MINERVA RTC (MKII) * batteV lon 256 bytes rarn.

CRASHPROOF clock & IzC bus for interfacing. Can
autoboot from battery backed rarri. Quick start-up,

The ORIGINA[- systerr operating sy$tem upgrade

OTHER FEATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
l)tjll(Xi(il,l) opcrating s)'slcln/ lutoboot orl rcsdl olporver
lailure/ Multiplc Basic/ laster scheduler- graphics (within
i0% ot'lightnirrg) - string handling/ W}ILN IIRROR/ 2nd
scrccr/ l-[tACIi/ non-finglish keyboard driversl "wann"
fusl rcsct V1.97 with split Olll'PLIT baud rates (+ flennes)
& huilt in Multibasic
l'irst upgrade free, ()therwise send d3 (+f,s for mnnnal il"requd).

licnd dirik plus SiAE or two IR(ls

M K [...f.r0 (L4 | / L4(\ I {,+}) M KrI... f,6s ({66 I {,63 / L(t7 )

OL REPAIRS (UK only]
Fircd pricc lor unrnodilred QLs. ercl rnicrodrives. QLs

tcstcd willr Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software

S,27 including 6 month guarantee

I'ricrs includc por(ag( nnd packing (Ai.mlil whcre applicahlc). Prices are: lrK (EC,/Europc outsidc EC/Rcst ofworld). Pa!"nent by cheqw drrwn on brnkwth
(lKaddresr,dthitcard/ltestcrcard/Acccss/Eurocard/portalordcrorCASH! (NoEurochcqucs). SA!lorIR('forlulllistanddetails

re Q,l- Tdday t7 
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this stripe doubles up as
a"message window".
After designing colours
you then have to decide
how the screen will be
divided between say
menus and work areas. I

needed a place for
three menus and a large
work area. The menus
have different lunctions
and are active at diffe-
rent times during the
use of the program.One
of the menus would be
used only occasionally

stipple to give a greyish appea-
rance to the bulk of the screen.
Unfortunately it was too grey
and dull, so I relieved the bore-
dom by placing a bold white
stripe at the top of the work
area of the screen. ln practice

It may seem egocentric and
narcissistic for me to write at
such length about my program
design, but this is for a pur-
pose. Screen design is not
done in five minutes, lt is a

lengthy process involving com-

Why you placed the menu
where you did? Why you put
the input area where you did?
Why you put the working area
where you did? lf not, maybe it
is time to think of a redesign

FRIEhiELY SOFTWART
RULE, Allow ample
time for your screen
design.
lf you write pointer
programs I can highly
recornrnend Fasymenu
f rom Albin Hessler's
Easyptr suite for help in
designing screens.
Using this program you
can edit your design
very rapidly. For exam-
ple, you can change
colours, resize or move
boxes and see the ef-

fects almost immediately Most
important you can continue ex-
perrmenting until you get rt

right. ,And if you later find your
design not fully to your liking, it
is still easy to make minor
changes.
Next time: Fverything about
menus. Their contents and
placing.
ru

so I could put into a pull down
box, but the other two had to
be on the screen alongside the
work area. I placed these on
the left hand side and at the
bottom of the screen. I gave
the three most used menu
items extra emphasis by plac-
ing them in a box with a red/
white stippled background
These three comrnands are in-
put commands. When they are
used an input window opens
not at the bottom of the
screen, but in the work area
alongside the commands. This
is better for the eyes, When
the program has completed its
work, the results are printed in
black ink on white papet giving
an unintended, but characteris-
tic, slat effect when printed on
the grey background
Above the work area I put the
program's name and copyright
notices. This is on a back-
ground of a black and white
strrpe to contrast with lhe grey
of the working area, As finish-
ing touches I added my logo io
the top right hand corner of the
screen, and, very gimmicky,
made my pointer the pen nib
from the logo.

plex decision making, and I

wanted to show the problems I

had to solve and the decisions
I took. The redesign of my
house style took me longer
than a month.
Now test yourself. Look at one
of your own prograrns. Can
you describe why you de-
signed it in the way you did?
Why you used those colours?

HUR0 e ur,neney eonv€rt€r V1-10
Reyiew by Dilwyn Jones

Beginners Club of ltaly have
produced a neat and simple to
use little pointer driven pro-
gram for currency conversion

Y.t1ji?;iln^:.{.yyitiitl?E1tli:t!:irll]J-":..
un <i' ' '''--,---L.j!lrRFmi--... .. '1a;:y.i;:11

rry E l_._.-.-.._._-,-r....'t! 
prr ffi i"_-._-_"-._.-.-..:.99j

tis ffi i-*-, __. 
jrr.it wWl -", .' -.,,,,, -",t,,11,j

EEF Wf ::.:: : ::::p: tttffiiL _ l - - |-,:Ipj
lEnRtffi;T,fif L'Fffi :,----- iii
rsp W 1_ --ffi-.-.- it-Sl uc ffi i. ...,.-. . . ..... .:,1:i

between Euros
and the curren-
cies of the
European Union
states which
are members of
the [uropean
Fxchange rate
sysiem The
furo was theoretically intro-
duced in 1999 in a majority of
tU nrember states, with the

exception of Britain, Denmark,
Sweden and Greece. Although
these countries do not yet use
real Euro coins and notes, the

furo is in use
for businesses
bank accounls
and other non-
cash uses.
Using the fixed
exchange rate
among mem-
ber states this

program simply lels you spe
cify the amount in one cur-
rency. For example, when the

ffiiluW
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prograrn starts, it shows the
equivalent amounts in the
national currencies which
equates to one Euro. DO {right
mouse button click) on a cur-
rency, you can enter a different
amount o{ that currency and
lhe prograrn displays the equi-
valent amount in all the other
currencies. Simple really. And
by left clicking on an amount, it
is fed into the stuffer bulfer
ready for you to pick up in

another application with the

ALT-SPACI keypress. lt's that
simple
You don't even have lo con-
figure this program, just unzip it

and execute it, that's all there
is to itl
The package comes with lust
3 files, turo-ob1 {the Qliberator
compiled program), Euro-txt
(brief instructions) and
FILE-IDdiz, a short description
file for bulletin boards, etc. The
version I got was downloaded
as file called EURO1l0-zip You

can get it from Beginners Club
(ltaly) web site at
http: //www.g eocities. com/Si I

iconValley/Labl5011 /
The program covers the cur-
rencies of ,Austria, Belgium,
Germany, Spain, Finland,
France, lreland, ltaly, Nether
lands, Portugal and Luxem-
bourg.
Full marks for a nice, neat and
easy to use pointer driven uti-
lity to meet the needs of the
moment.

Hfectr"onie Publishing om the QL
Tfm Swenson
As Editor of the QL Hacker's Journal, compiler of the 288
Source Book and SuperBasic Source Book, and general
eollector of QL documentation, I have long bcen thinking about
electronic publishing on the QL.

My professional career has
been in Computer Support.
This has given me access to
the lnternet for 11 years and the
Web for 5 years, including ex-
posure on how electronic publi-

shing has expanded over the
years and how the various
technologies are used to irn-
plement it.
I find the neaiest feature o{
electronic publishing to be the
ease and low cost of creating
and distributing information
electronically. A person sitting
on a desert island with a com-
puter and lnternet connection
can create and distribute a

docurnent worldwide, with very
little cost. The logistics of cre-
ating, printing, and distibuting
has virtually dissappeard Only
the cost of creation is the
important factor:

As much as the QL has been in
the backwaters ol the compu-
ting world, the concept of
electronic publishing on the QL
is just as valid as on any other
plattorm Due to the shrinking
user community, electronic
publishing is more important
now than ever before. The user

community is getting less and
less able to support the cost of
producing hard copy,
A key part of electronic publi-

shing is to decide on a com-
mon electronic format to use.

The format is broken in to a file
formal and a viewer of that for
mat. Once a document is crea
ted in a particular forrnat there
must be a viewer to display the
document. ln the "real' compu-
ter world, the predominant pu

blishing lormats are: Text, Ado-
be Acrobat (PDF), PostScript,
and HTML
ln deciding on a particular for
mat we have to determrne
which formats are the best for
creation and viewing on the
QL.
Before going too fal I wanted
to bring up the topic of Hyper-
Text. liaditional text files only
have one path to follow when
reading them You start at the
beginning and read through to
the end, ln paper documents
they may have a reference to a

different section. You may see
something like'For rnore details
see Section 7' or something
like this, and you can skip

ahead to that section This is a
link from one part of the docu-
ment to another Hypeilext is a
electronic way of building
these links ln a l-lypeilext do-
cunrent an electronic link is

made between the reference
and the section. ln a HyperText
document if you saw a refe-
rence to another section of the
document, you would just click

on it and go straight to the
other section, Another term for
HyperText is browsable. Brows
able means that you can
browse through a documeni or
documents making jumps at

the different reference points.

ln ihis article I'll cover ihe va-
rious File formats, the associa
ted Viewers, and the advan
tages and disadvantages of
each format.

Text File
The Text File (AKA ASCII text,
Plain Text) is the lowest com-
mon denominator for a file for
mat. A Text File created on a

computer can be displayed on

almost any other computer lt is
the oldest format, and still re
mains a popular one, primarily

due to its simplicity and its uni

versaliiy.

Creating
There are many text editors
and word processors that can
be used to create text files.
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Even though word processors
do not save their documents in

text {ormat, there is usually a

way to export or get a text tile
out of a word processor: Most
text editors are not really de
signed for document creating
and do not have any word
wrap features, except for
MicroEmacs, so you will have
to mind the rnargins yourself.

Viewing
Besides text editors, most
word processors can read in

text files and display them"
There are also a number of
iext file viewers, Unfortunately
the name "Viewer" seems lo
be very popular
\/iarrrar - A Dtr lavt {ila rriorrrarY19rrvr /r r L tu/\t iilu vtuvvul

written by Christopher Cave,
called MView.
Viewer By Dilwyn Jones.
Besides having its own File for
mat, it does disf:lay text files
Advantages:- Easy to Create. Any text
editor and word procESSOr can
be used lo create a text file.

Given the number of different
text editors on the QL, one is

bound to fit your style,- Universally Viewable, An
ASCII text file can be read by
99% of the computers in the
world. lf there are any non-
ASCII characiers (those above
i27), such as non-Fnglish cha-
racters or special graphic cha
racters, then different compu-
ters will have dif f erent pro-

blems. ln the MS-DOS world, it
was popular to embed IBM
graphics characters in text files
to get a better iook. This make
displaying these files on non-
MS-DOS systems rather diffi
cult, lRecenl yersions of my
text file yiewer do have an
IBM charaeter set mode
Dilwyn JonesJ- Many Native QL Viewers
Besides using lext editors or
word processors, there are
other text viewers available on
the QL.

Disadvanlages:
- Lirnited Formating. There is

only so much you can do in

formating with a text file You
can't have different fonts (bold,

underline) or different font
sizes {large, small),
- Not tasy to Reformat. Unless
you have a text editor that
supports word wrap, importing
a text file in to a word proces-
sor to edit and reformat, can
be a fair bit of work
- Non Browsable. There is no
way to create any hyperlinks in

a text file.

Text-only 'graphics". Since a

text file is only text and does
not allow any graphics,
draurino nictr rrps, ic dnnp nnlv." "...,
with texi characters. Creating
these lext "graphics" can be
time consuming and they can
take up a bit of space.

fJr rill l-)nrr rrnpnf\xurrr vvuur r rv! rL

Quill and its -DOC format has
become the standard word
processer and document
format for the QL. Because
Quill came with every QL,
every QLer should be able to
handle a *DOC file.

Viewing
Besides using Quill, there are
some Quill -D0C file viewers
available, DocView is a PE pro-
gram that displays a *DOC file.
This saves the time necessary
to execuie Quill or Xchange. A
P[ viewer for Quill documents
has been written by Pal Mon-
stand and Arvid Borretzen
called, DocView 1.0

Advantages:
- [asy to Create. We all know
how to use Quill and create
documents. Fven for those that
rnight not be familiar with Quill,
it is easy to use and easy to
format documents.
- Universal in QL community.
tverbody should have a copy
of Quill in one form or anoiher
Xchange is now freely availa-
ble

tditable format. No conver-
sion is necessary to edit the
document. Reformating is is

very simple. Also supports for
mating such as bold, underlin
ing, left and right lustification,
page numbering, and so on,
Disadvantages:
- Unknown in Non-QL Commu
nity. Unless they have the PC

version of Quill, non Qlers will
not be able to handle -DOC
files.
- Non-Browsable. There is no
way to build any hyperlinks in

Quill.
No Graphics. Quill does not

support embbeded graphics

DJ Viewer Forrnat
Dilwyn Jones (DJ) has written a

viewer that supports hyperlinks
and PE PIC images Called Vie
we[ ii does more than just view
text file. Besides hyperlinks and
PIC images, the Viewer has
commands for finding text, ex-
tracting a block of text, merg-
ing text files, and printing the
texi. The screen size is confi
gurable along with the colors
used.
Advantages,- Could be Universal in QL
Community. DJ's Viewer is

freeware and freely distributa-
ble, To save data space, the
Viewer need not be part ol the
document distribution, but avai-
lable seperately to those that
do not yet have it
- Browsable. DJ's Viewer does
support hyperlinks The links
are only to other liles and
shows the file name This
makes the document look a

little cluttered, but with creative
file naming, this limitation can
be worked around.
- Graphics. DJ's Viewer sup-
ports PE PIC images, The ima-
ges do not show up as part of
the document, but hyperlinks
are made to them, where they
are displayed by lhemselves.
This means that the Viewer
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can either display text or PIC

images, but not both at the
same time.

Easy to Create. There is very
little to the Viewer format. lt is a
regular text file with some em-
bedded commands for the
hyperlinks. lt only takss a few
minutes to learn the embedded
commands.
- Native QL Viewer This means
that it is relatively fast. Forted
software usually suffers speed
problems from not being writ-
ten specifically for the QL The
Viewer is quick and a relatively
small executable {about 63K}
Disadvantages:

Unknown in Non-QL Commu
nity. This lormat is not used
outside of the QL community,
including the Pt PIC image
format. The text of the docu-
ment can be read on other
computers, but the hyperlinks
will not work. There are tools
available to convert the image
flles to more portable formats

HTAAL/Lynx
HyperText Meta Language
(HTML) is a text file format wilh
embedded formating com-
mands. lt is the format used by
web browsers. lt was derived
from SGML. As HTML has
grown over the years, different
versions of the language have
been created. HTMI have gone
from HTML 1.0, HTML+, HTML
2 0 and HTML 3.0 Each version
is an extension of the previous
version and are backwards
compaiible. lf you create a file
in HTML 1,0, a browser that
supports HTML 3 0 will be able
to read it.
Lynx is a iext-only web brow-
ser lt was originaly created for
Unix users that only had ac-
cess to simple text terminals.
Two versions have been por-
ted to the QL, one that views
only local files and one that
does connect to the World-
Wide-Web via uQLx and the

underlying network on the
computer the emulator is run-
ning on.

Advantages:
-Known Outside QL Communi-
ty. HTML is a standard format
and is used outside the QL
cornmunity As rnore of the
World comes to the Web,
HTML is becoming more used.
- Browsable HTIML was ex-
pressively designed to handle
hyperlinks and browsabie do
cuments, Links can be made in
the same document or to other
documents.- Supports Graphics. Lynx
supports graphics by calling
another application lo show
them.
Disadvantages:
- Non-Native QL Viewer Lynx is
a very large applicaiion (600K
executable). lt takes a bit to
stari up and. lt requires a falr
amount of nremory and CPU.
- Difficult to Create. Because
HTML is a language, it takes
some time to learn it. There are
no HTML editors {or the QL, so
we aro forced to actually learn
the language
There are two other HTML
browsers available for the QL.
A couple of versions of QMO-
SAIC were released They
were really beta releases and a

lot of the features were not
implemented or had problems.
For some reason, development
o{ QMOSAIC was stopped
ProWess cornes with a HTML
browser ihat supports multiple
fonts This is probably the best
looking browser available for
the QL, but it does require Pro-
Wess.ln the luture this browser
may be more prevalent.
There are a number of tools
available to assist in creating
HTML documents on the QL'

Quilllo HTML. This is a printer
driver that outputs HTML com-
mand tags instead of printer
commands. The document is
created in Quill and then printed

via the driver to disk. lt only
supports a limited set of HTML
This would be a good tool to
start the document. lt can be
refined by hand or by using
another tool.

HTMLMachine. This is a Pt
application that will run 'on top"
of any word processor or text
editor lt pops up on command,
the user selects the HTML tag
that they want, and it is placed
in the document where the
cursor is located. This saves
the user the time and trouble of
mernorizing the HTML tags.
The user will still need to know
exactly what tag they will need

MicroEmacs h{TA l-

Macrss
This is a collection of macros
for MicroEmacs that place
HTML tags in a document. This
is a fairly sophistleated set of
macros that can query for
information needed, has a pre

set layout for frames (including

how to handle browsers that
don't support f rames) and
tables, and includes a short
menu system for creating pa

ges. lf you already know how
to use Microfmacs then this is
the tool to use The HTML
code generated by the macros
is fairly complex and looks pro

fessional lf you need additional
commands or tags supported,
adding them is {airly easy, using
the existing macros as exam-
ples. If you are new to Micro-
Emacs and are serious about
creating web pages, it might be
worth it to learn Microfmacs
for these macros.

ehoosing the Right
Forrnat and Viewer
When choosing a particular
format and viewer there are a
number of different items you
must consrder
- Audience. Audience is who
you expect to read the docu-
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ment. lf you want the share the
document with people outside
of the QL cornmunity, then you
must choose a format that will
be useable to them. lf your
audience is only the QL com
munity then you don't have to
worry about using a portable
format.

Graphics. A key part ot
document. lf graphics will be a
key part of the document, then
you should choose a format
that will support the graphics
you need.

Level of Effort. lf you are just
going to type up a quick
document, they you may not
want to spend a loi of time
making it look real nice. lf you
are creating a definitive docu
ment that will be around a

while, then it may be worth it to
spend some time rnaking the
final document look it's best

When I compiled the 7BB
Source Book, i chose to use a
Text File format, primarily be-
cause it did not have any gra

phics and I wanted a universal
format.ln doing the SuperBasic
Source Book, I will make it avai
lable as a Text File and as a

Quill Document Being a Quill
document, the end user will be
able to print it without worrying
about where the page breaks
will lie, lf I have the time, I wouid
like to do a DJ Vrewer version
for those that are interested rn

reading and browsing the
document on ihe screen.
&

The strueturffi ef ABA
files
Ohristopher Cave

ln the course of enabling the text viewer MVIEW
to display ABACUS spreadsheets (l at least still

use ABACUS), I was forced to disentangle much
of the structure of *ABA files The Editor asked
me to record my findings. The layout of *ABA
liles is shown below lt is NOT complete and I

would welcome any filling in of omissions and any
corrections of my errors and misunderstandings.
One of the good things about *ABA files {and as
it happens LOTUS 1-2-3 and Symphony files) is

that they record the calculated and displayed
results for each cell as well as the formulae
required. For a viewet this means that one does
not have to write a spreadsheet program {and in
particular the expression evaluator) but rather just

has to look up the values ln -ABA files, the non-
empty cells are recorded as 14 byte structures of
4 types (see below for details), The structures are
slored row-by-row at the end of the file lust
before the 2 byte EOF marker 0xFFFF
ln the case of simple numbers {iype = 2}, ie those
not calculated by some formulae, the relevant
struclure is self -contained; the number is

recorded in PSION I byte lloating point in the last
B bytes of the structure, Since this {loating point
format {see structure ps-float laid out below for
details) is neither IEEE 64 bit nor QL 6 bytes
format, I had to write a bit shuffling routine to
convert the PSION format to lEtt format for C6B
to use This code is appended.
The other types {0, 1 & 3) each require referen-
ce{s) to strings or formulae. ln the case of strings
which are the results of calculations, two

relerences are needed that tor the formula and
that for the result. The references are 2 byte inte-
gers starting, rather curiously, trom 0x14 The
whys and wherefores of this rernain unknown to
me. The structures referred to are stored as an

array immediately before the cell data structures
and after the 34 unknown bytes in offsets 0x15A
- 0x178 The strings/formulae are stored in rdenti

cal structures with only the variable number of
characters comprising a string in the first case
and tokenised algebra in the second. I do not
know what the 3rd and 4th bytes (the second
short integer) in the structures are for The tokens,
in so far as I have identified them, are listed below
in the section headed OPCODES

ABACUS - layout of -ABA files.

bytes 0x00-0x04 rABM1l

byte 0x0a last colurm starting from 0
byte 0x0b last row starting from 0

byte 0x0e default text justification
byte 0x0f default numeric justification

bytes 0x10-0x11 control default format
(fLACeS refers to number of decimal
places where appropriate) :

default
general
integer*
integer( )
decimal
percentage
monetary-
monetary( )
exponent

03 00
03 00
12 00
0a 00
OO PLACAS

05 PTACES

L4 02
0c 02
01 PLACES
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bytes 0x12-0x110 record the nunber of
colunns per row for up to 0xff rows

bytes 0x112-0x150 record the column
widths+l-

byte 0x151 controls auto-cal-culate on input
byte 0x152 controls 0=BLANK switch
byte 0x153 control"s RO1f/C0LUMN order of calc
byte 0x15l+ controls display width 2=/+0 L=64

0'80
bybe 0x155 controls form feeds on printing
byte 0x156 controls gaps between lines on

printing
byte 0x157 controls lines per page on

printing
byte 0x158 is the monetary syabol
byte 0x159 is the printer paper widttr

bytes 0x15a-0xL5b ? 0x01 00

bytes 0x15c-0r17b comprise 32 nu11s

byte 0x17c is start of data storaoe

lst section is for algebra and strings
2nd section is a row-by-row list of numbers and
placeholders for strings/algebraic expressions

lf section 1 starts with a Z'byIe zero it is empty ln
section 2 such zeroes stand tor empty rows. The
total length of section 2 can be calculated from
the columns data in bytes 0x0i2 0x110 Stepping
back f rom the EOF marker defines the
boundary of the two sections.

struct string
t

short len;lx of remainder of structure x/
short ?;
short string-len;
char chrsfstring-len]; /x N.B. strings do

NOT end in NULLS x/
]

ln section 2, the start of a row is signified by a

short for the total length of that row's numeric
data and algebra/string refs" i.e. no-of-colurnns X

14.

Each used cell occupies i4 (0x0e) byte data field,

struct datafield
i

char eolurnn; ,/x counting from 0 x/
char t)ryei /*

0 string*valued reference
1 string
2 nunber
J nuneric valued referenee x/

char format-byte; /x constructed from
byte-pai-rs above * 1st+l-6x2nd x/

char justify; /*LCR textt95
num021

union I
struct I

short refl; /x a|gebra xl
short ref2; /x string result x,/
char spare16l;

] string-val;
struct {

cbar ? l2l;
short ref;
char spare[5];

] string;
struct {

char ?l2l;
Ps-fioat vaL; /x PSION 6/'*bit

floating point representation x,/

] nuurber;
struct {

short ref; /x algebra x/
Ps*float vali /x numeric result -

c.f. number'.vaL x/
] nuruval*ref;

t.)t

]

struct ps*f1oat {
bybel.bitT = mantissa sign
bytel. (bits6-0) &byte2.bit7 - 8-bit exponent
offset by 0xB1
bybe2" (b1ts6*0)&(bytesS-s) = 55-bit mantissa
]

EOF * 2 bytes 0xff Oxff

N B. 1) Split windows are not saved!

ABACUS ALGEBRA

A line of algebra is:

struct I
short lengtb-o f-this-structure ;
short ?;
short lengtb-o f-algebraic*f orrnula ;
char algebraie-formula | ;

];

PSION to IEEE floating point format

t *"*------

eonverts 8*bytes corresonding to PSI0N 64
bit floating point to IEEE64 floati"ng point.

C-equivalent deft.
double ps-to-ieee64 (xdouble) ;

(c) C""r.Cave Oct. 1998

, ----------
. text
. even

. globl -ps*to*ieee64

x/
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-ps-to-ieee64:
rnoven" 1 d2-d/+/a0, - (sp)

- ^^t \ ^move.t zulsp/rau
rnove.l (a0)+,d1 ; dl- has first 4 bytes
move.l {aO),ae ; d2 has tast /+ bytes

move.1 d1,dJ

moveq #2,d4
t2|

lsr.l #1,dJ
roxr.l #1,d2
dbra d4,12

; d2 is last 32 bits of mantissa

andi.l #0x000fffff,d3 ; d3 is first 20 bits of
nantissa

lsl.l #L,dl"
bcc 10
ori.1 #0x80000000,d3 ; add sign bit if, appropriate

IU;

swap dl

lsr"w #8,d1- ; B-bit PSI0N exponent in bottom byte
addi.r,r #(0x3ff-0x8:"),Ot ; adjust for different

1s1.w #4,dL 3 exponent in 1"2

swap dj
or.w dL,d3
swap dJ
move.1 dJ, clO

move.1 d2,d1-

11.

movem. I (sp)+, d2*d/+/a0
rts

end

exponent biases
bits l-5-lr inc. of dl

OPCODES
* 0x07
- 0x08
x 0x09
I OxAa

OxOb
args. end 0x12
args. sep Oxg
EOL Ox]
date 0x15
days 0x17
str 0x1c
deg 0x1f
1en 0x2O
rad 0x21
atn Ax22
^^a^ n---auuqc wL<)
cos 0x24
exp Ax25
int Ox26
1og Or27
pi 0x28
sgn Ox29
sqr 0x2a
tan Ox2b
va]. 0x2c
sin 0x2d
instr 0x2e
chr 0x30
month Ax33
time 0x36
if 0x3c
r-ridth 0x3d
index Ox3f
eol 0x40
row 0x4t
sum Ox43
ave Ax44
count Ox45
max Ox46
lookup Ox47
npv ox4a
irr 0x49
min Ox/ra
rel. ref 0o5O
abs. ref 0x5X
range Ax56

About "elassie eomputer Club"
by lan Pizer

On a BBC TV program there
was shown the complete
simulation of the old Pegasus
Computer on a powerful com-
puter by members of The
Classic Computer Club. You
could see on lhe screen an
image of lhe Pegasus control
panel, the display screen, the
teletype machine. The mouse
of the simulating computer
could manipulate the Pegasus
0perating switches; paper

tape programs could be put
into the reader and made lo
tufl; otc.; as though you were
using lhe real Pegasus. l\ot
sure if sound was included. lt

was a very impressive exarn-
ple of simulation of both so{t-
ware and hardware,
A real hardware Pegasus
computer has also been
revived to a working order by
the Club which keeps models
o{ many extinct computers

including s0me Sinclairs.
lf you look at the WWW site
of Classic Computer Club you
will find a list of most current
computers but nothing for
Sinclair nor QL nor AURORA
nor Q40. Should not QUANTA
or some body take action? I

did not find their address
n
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Inn stillen lffistke3 "f;2 , 47169 Buisburg 6 Genmecny
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This od does not give o list of all the feotures
of our excellent Editor QD98, it will moinly
list the new feotures which were introduced
from the previous version QD Version I to
the current one.
Here ore its moin feotures: nHintso ore given
on menu items ond the toolbor. Quite useful,
becouse we hove odded mony extro items
ond olso odded sorne odditionol feotures on
"D0"ing some existing icons. Of course, this
feoture con be turned off.
The toolbor con be turned off ond on while
QD is running. A number of QL users osked me to do this becouse they goin two extro lines - it is done now!
Lines con be ordered, you con specify the stort column in the text which is used os the sort criterio.

driver. You con progrom the driveryourself, beccuse it con be o BASIC filter
EASIC ond Assembler exomples ore on the dislc
Line highlights ore now possible ond VERY VERY useful. You tell QD whut kind
of highlights ore required ond it will highlight these lines in red poper. lt con,
for exornple, highlight qll ossembler comments (; or *), oll BASIC Functions ond
Procedures {which 6 is o kind of visuol

;:.r:;ll::i::::-::a:.::r:i;.:a::rr::i:i::::::i::l::::PRINTl:iiil:::::iil:':l'i::::::::l'11::i'i:::'ESC
,i;;"'ili;""""" """' ""s;F*;"""i"s""""""""" 
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"folding-), or any
first three choroc-
soge editing,
course, userde-
highlight oll lines
if you think obout
"Contextn menu
introduced. This is
These ore the
new monuol, not

The GOTO lobe/proc/fn ore now better occessible. We hove olso
introduced o GOTO Userdefined list. This meons, you define o string for
which QD looks ond qll the lines contoining this text nre put into the
GOTO list {in foct, only the bit of the line ofter the string). This is very
useful to creote lists of oll sorts, just use REMorks or other
long uogadependent combinotions (C...)
We hove odded scroll orrows next to everyr numericol voiue entry in cll
menus -you will find this very useful if you use the mouse quite o lot.
PRlNTing hos been completely redone. You con print os before, or vio

lines with ">' in the
ters {useful for mes-
PBOX etc.) ond, of
fined string. This will
contoining the string you gove - quite o neot woy of doing c seorch,
it.
which con be popped up with the right mouse button hos olso been
much eosier to hondle thon previous cursordependent functions.
mojor chonges, plus vorious minor ones, of course. You will get o
just odditioncl poges.

The upgrode price is CIM 39,90 for owners of qm9, 6nd nnd 4'9,90 fon owners of o*derver$i6ns"
Fleose return moster QD disk for upgrode. A new qn98 still costs only Dhd 125,-

W
Postage ond pockoge [Gerrncny] DM 8,99 (if totol volue of goods is up to DM 5O; then only DM 5,99]. [Eunope] DN/t 14,50 {if
total volue of goods is up to DM 5O,- then only DM 9,5O). [Oversecs] between Dh,'t 145O {1 item) cnd DM 35,- (moximum). All

prices incl. 15% V-A.T. (con be deducte
non-EEC-countries). E&OE. Cheques
prices incl. 15% V-A.T. (con be deducted for orders from f--ffiK-
Eurocheques ond Credit Cords occepted. tjry

H;$'r'";irsu;t 'edes

mEven.l s6-d4,-(ip)
xteq nes-bsie,q3
brs.E curE-do

ftoven, t qe-u4r-(sF)
xtes EE-6rpt,d3
brq.s curs-do
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QuillRTF - A Review
By Timothy Swenson

While checking oul new QL
web pages, I ran across a utility
written by Pedro Reino of
Spain The program, called
QuillRTF converts Quill files to
Rich Text Format (RTF) files.
RTF was an early format crea-
ted to share formatted docu
ments between different word
processors. RTF does a fair job

of keeping the formatting infor-
mation of a document, such as
boldface, underlining, para-
graphs, and so on.
I have used plain ASCII text to
convert Quill documents to
Microsoft Word Once the
document is in Word I would
have lo clean the document up
and rejoin all of the paragraphs
from single lines Using RTF
would save me hours of refor-
matting,
I downloaded Pedro's program
and unzipped it. Giving that Pe-
dro is from Spain, the program
and the documentation is in

Spanish. My Spanish is limited
to ordering off a take-out

menu, so I could not read the
documentation, But, not reading
the docurnentation has not
stopped me before.
I executed the program and
was preseted with a Spanish
Menu.One menu item "Fichero"

was highlighted. Maybe it
meant "files'? I hit the return
key. A submenu came up, also
with a menu item highlighted
(Conviertei. I hit the return key,
The program read FLPI- and
now a directory of liles on
FLPI- displayed Ah, now I

should be able to select a file
to convert. i used the arrow
keys to move down until I had
highlighted an example -doc
file I hit the return key Now the
program started reading the
file, printing out a byte count as
it went along. After a minute or
so, the program stopped and I

was back to the submenu.
Guessing it was done, I hit the
ESC key until I had exited lhe
program. I now did a directory
of FLPI- and found a file with

the same name as the -doc file
I selected, but it had an *RTF
extension.
I copied this file to an MS DOS
disk, sneaker netted it over to
my PC, and read lhe {ile inlo
Word (ielling Word it was an
RTF file). Now I had my docu-
ment, nicely formatted, in Micro
soft Word. Ah, another suc-
cessfull attempt at blundering
my way through a program.
lf you are doing any conversion
of Quill documents to other
word processors and they can
handle RTF files, then Pedro's
QuillRTF program is just what
you need. lt's not the fastest
program, but the minute it
r^l--^ r^ ^^.,^-l rL^ f:l^tdKe5 tu LUVet t Ute ilte 5dvu5
at least 10-15 minutes of refor-
matting. I figure it takes me
about 15-30 seconds lo refor
mat an average paragraph, so
any document over a single
page would be faster to use
QuillRTF than to do it by hand.

As for what else the program
can do, I have not a clue. But, if
you can read Spanish, mabye
you can find out.
The site address rs

http ://www.an it" es/p edro

Assambly Language

Frogremmins - Part 4
ftlorman Dunbar

!nitial Rarnblings!
Another week, another city, another hotel This

week I am in Manchester for a week of Oracle
database training, so this part of the series has
been written out in longhand using the original
word processor; the ball point penl {No laptop this
trip, oh dear!) Enough of this, on with the article

Last lssue's Bugs
ln the previous instalment {pari 3) there was a

glaring and very silly error on page 25, where ihe
instruction 'MOVEQ s1000,D1' appears. This is to-
tally wrong as the MOVIQ instruction only allows

signed B bit values from-128 to +121. The correct
instruction is 'MOVEW *1000,D1' Sorry about
that.

Logical Stuff
Logic is the heart of all computer systems: well,

all digital ones anyway Logic is how the central
processor works. The 68000 series of proces-
sors are no exception and in the instruction set,
ihere are a few logicaloperations that can be car-
ried out. This article discusses those instructions.

Tie The l'-lCT
The logical NOT instruction is probably the

simplist of all this family of instruction. lt converts
the destination address from its current state of
ones and zeros inio the exact opposite to zeros
and ones. The format is,

N0Tsize destination
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Size can be byte, word or long. The instruction
carries out a 'ones compliment' of the destination
address, lf you remember back to the discussion
of lwos comp|ment' numbers earlier on in the
series, you will remember that converting a posi
tive number to negative involved flipping all the
zeros and ones and then adding one to the result.
The NOT instruction carries out the first part of
flipping all the ones and zeros 0ver

lf DOW holds the value of $0001 then after a

NOIIV D0, it will hold the value $FFFE Ail the
original zeros have become ones and vice versa.

NOT must not be confused with the arithnnetic
NfG instruciion which carries out a 'twos

cornpliment' negation of a value. {D0W in the
above example would become $Ffff which is

equivalent to NOT.W D0 followed by ADDQW
111,D0)

NOT affects the flags in the following way,
N - set if the result becomes negative and the

rnost significant bit beconnes a I Cleared
otherwise.

Z - set if the result is zero, cleared otherwise.
V - always cleared and you cannot create an

overflow by inverting the bits
C always eleared & ihere is n0 carry

generated by flipping bits
X - not affected.

This OR That
Next up in the logical family is the OR instruction

of which there are a few. OR is quite different frorn
NOT in that it needs lo have two operands in or-
der to be used. The format of the OR instruction
is:

OR.size source,Dn or
OR,size Dn,destination
Note thai in this form ol the instruction either

the source or the destination must be a data re-
gister: The size can be byte, word or long.

This ls the 'inclusive or' instruction and there is

also an 'exclusive or' variety which we will see
later on in this artrcle, An inclusive or works
according to the following'truth table':

Source Desli,n_atio_n_ _ Res_ult
000

Simply imagine each individual bit rn the source
is being OR'd with the same bit in the destination
The result and which will be stored in the
destination bit and will always be a 1 if one OR

other of the two bits being processed is a 1 lf
both are zero then lhe result will also be zero.

An example
D0.W contains $AAAA and DlW contains

$6543 the instruction
0R.i.I D0,D]_

will resull in DlW being set to $EF[B and D0
will remain unchanged. How does this work? ln

binary'
P6 = $AAAA = 1010 1010 1010 l-010
P7 = $6543 = 011-0 0101 0100 001-l-

So using the truth table above, the result will be
p1 = $EFHB = 111-0 l-11-1- l-l-10 l-011
The flags affected by OR are exactly the same

as for NOT above.

The OR lmmediate format of the OR instruction
has the forrnat:

ORl.size *data,destination

And can be byte, word or long sized. lt is used
when the source value in the OR is immediate
data as opposed to a regisier or rnemory ad
dress. Some, but not all, assemblers will allow you
to write:

0R.size *data,destination
But the actual instruction assembled will be ORI

instead. Again the flags are aflected as for NOT
ORI sdata,CeR is an instruction that is used to

set the flags to a set of known values as supplied
in the immediate data. This instruction only uses
bits 0 through 4 of the data supplied as the other
biis are not used in the 68008. As it is possible
that fuiure processors may iniroduce other flags,
you are always best to make sure that bits 6
through 7 are zero when using this {and the
following) instruction. That way, you won't cause
any 'strange effects'on a different processor

The flags are set as:
C - set lf value in bit 0 of the

otherwise unalfected.
V - set if value in bit 1 of the

otherwise unaffected.
Z - set if value in bit 2 of the

otherwise unaffected.
N - sei if value in bit 3 of the

otherwise unalfecied.
X - set if value in bit 4 of the

otherwise unaffected.

data is a 1

data is a 1

data is a 1

data is a I

data is a 1

01
10
11 ORI udata,$R does a similar iob to ihe above

but affects the entire status register The other dif-
ference is that the processor rnust be running in

Supervisor mode for this instruction to be carried
out lf it is not then a privilege exception will be
generated and this will hang the QL (usually)
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As above, the flags are set according to the
data and bits 0 to 4, The rest of the status
register is set as follows,

T (trace) is set if value in bit 15 of the data is a 1

otherwise unaffected,
S {supervisor) is set if value in bit 13 of the data

is a i otherwise unaffected.
The value in bits 10, 9 and I can be anything

from 0 through 7 This is OR'd with the current
value in the interrupt level bils of ihe SR and the
new value becomes the new interrupt level mask.

Once again, all unused bits must be zero in the
data to prevent unpredictable results on different
processors (it is called delensive programming.).

This insiruction can be used to turn off all

interrupts except level 7 these are known as
non-maskable interrupts as they cannot be
turned off.

n^rHAf trU

ORT #$0700,sR
This sets the QL so that only a level 7 inlerrupt

will be actioned. The only problem here is that
CTRL ALT and 7 activate a level 7 interrupt and
effectively hangs your QL. After the above in-

structions, the supervisor mode is still in effect.
(Work it out in binaryll) To exit from supervisor
mode

ANDI #$07FF,SR
would need to be done and this leads us nicely

into the AND family.

This AND That.
ln a similar manner to the OR instruction, the

AND instruction needs two operands to work on
to get a result,

The format of the AND instruction is:

AND.size source,Dn or
AND.size Dn,deslination
Note that as with the OR instruclion, this form of

the instruction requires eiiher the source or the
destination to be a daia register The size can be
byte, word or long.

AND works according to the following 'truth

table',

Source -De-stinalian Resull000
010
100
111

Simply imagine each individual bit in the source
is being ANDed with the same bit in the destina-
tion. The result and which will be stored in the

destination bit and will always be a I if and only il
both bits being processed are 1. lf either are zero
then the result will also be zero.

Using the same example as for OR above,
DO,W contains $AAAA and Dl\lV contains

$6543 the instruction
AND"tf D0,D1

Will result in DIW being set to $2002 and D0
will remain unchanged. How does this work?
Once again, in brnary,

D0 = $AAAA = 1010 l-010 1010 1010
nt = $6543 = 0110 0101 0l-00 0011
So using the truth table above, the result will be
P1 = $2002 = 0010 0000 0000 0010
The flags affected by AND are exactly the

same as for NOT above.

The AND instruction has the same variations as

the OR instruction These being,
ANDl.size ndata,destination

ANDI *data,CCR is an instruction that rs used to
reset or clear some or all of the flags. The flags
are reset as follows,

C is reset if value in bit 0 of the data is a 0.

V is reset if value in bit 1 ol the data is a 0.

Z is resei if value in bit 2 of the data is a 0
N is reset if value in bit 3 of the data is a 0
X is reset if value in bit 4 of the data is a 0

ANEI *data,SR works upon the entire status
register

As above, the flags are reset according to the
data and bits 0 to 4. The rest of the status register
is reset as follows'

T (trace) is reset if value in bit 15 of the data is a 0.

S (supervisor) is reset if value in bit 13 of the
data is a 0.

The value in bits 10, I and B is ANDed with the
current value in the interrupt level bits of the SR

and the new value becomes the new interrupt
level mask.

All unused bits should be one in the data to
prevent unpredictable results on different proces
SOTS.

This instruction can be used to exit from super
visor mode. The instructions:

TRAP #O

ANDT #$D?FF,SR
Would set the QL so that supervisor mode was

first switched on (by the TRAP s0) and then only
the supervisor bit in the 5R was cleared (bit 13)

so the QL would revert to user mode. All other
modes and interrupt levels and flags would remain
unchanged
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Exclusive OR lnstructions.
Having dealt with the inclusive or instructions

above, it is now time for the exclusive or instruc'
tions. This has the torrnat:

EOR.size Dn,destination
Where size can be byte, word or long. Notice

this time that EOR source,Dn is not permitted? I

wonder why? (l don't know and does anyone?)
This instruction also sets the flags as per the

NOT instruction. ln the truth table for inclusive or
there was a 1 bit set in the result when there was
a 1 in eilher the source or destinaiion or both.
Exclusive or is different and only allows a 1 in the
result when there is a single 1 in either the source
or destination. As follows,

Sourc_g Destinatjg! Res_ult

000
011
101
110

Using the same example as OR and AND
above we now have the following:

D0.W contains $AAAA and Dl.W contains
$6543 the instruction

EOR.i,l DOrDl-

Will result in D1.W being set to $CFt9 and D0
wlll remain unchanged. How does this work?
Once again, in binary,

Pg = $AAAA = 1010 1-01-0 1010 l-010
DL = $6543 = 0l-10 0101 0100 001-1

So using the truth table above, ihe result will be,
P1 = $CFE9 = 1100 1111 111-0 1001
One feature of EOR is that if you tOR the result

of a previous EOR with the same value again, you
get back to the original value Using ihis code,

MOVE.&r #$A.AAA,D0
MOvE.w #$6543,Dr
EOR.W DOrDl
80R.1{ D0,D1

Wil return us to the state we were in before the
first tOR, in that D1 will once again hold the value
$6543. 1iy to work ii out for yourselves using the
example above as a guideline,

This can be used in a sort of 'Pretty Bad Priva-
cy' program where data is encrypted using EOR,
The following small program demonstrates this.
START MOVEQ #7,D0

L,EA DATA_sTUFF,A1
M0VEQ #100*l-,Dl

LOOP EoR.B D0, (A1)+
DBRA.S Dl,L00P
RTS

DATA*STUFF Put 100 bytes of data here!

The LFA instructron is a new one and will be
discussed soon. Suffice to say that it simply loads
the address of the label 'data-stuff into the ad-
dress register named, This must be used in QL
programs as they have to be able to run at any
memory address - position rndependant code.
The LEA instruction allows this.

The above code is very simple and assumes
that there is exactly 100 bytes of data stored in

memory at the iocation labelled 'data-stuft'. lb
encrypt the data, simply call the routrine at label
'start'and 100 bytes will be encrypted. To decrypt
it, simply call 'start' again and the data will be
restored. This is easily cracked because of the
use of a single byte to encrypt the data so don't
go using it for anything you valuellll

EOR has the usual variatrons'
EORI *data,destination

EORI*data,CCR is an instruction that is used 1o

change some or all of the flags. The flags are

changed as lollows:
C - changed if the value in bit 0 of the data is a 1.

V - changed if the value in bit 1 of the data is a 1.

Z changed if the value in bit 2 of the data is a 1

N - changed if the value rn bit 3 of the data is a X

X changed if the value in bit 4 of the data is a 1

EORI udata,SR works upon the entire status
register

As above, the flags are changed according to
the data and bits 0 to 4, The rest of the status
register is chgaged as follows,

T (trace) is changed if value in bit 15 of the data
isa0,

S {supervisor) is changed if value in bit 13 of the
data is a 0.

The value in bits 10, 9 and B is EOR'd with the
current value in the interrupt level bits of the SR
and the new value becomes the new Interrupt
level mask.

Shifting And Rotating
There are 4 shift and 4 rotate instructions, 2

going left and 2 going right.
ASL and ASR are arithmetic shi{ts while LSL

and LSR are logical shifts What is the difference?
Taking the logical shifts first we have,

l-SL.size,Dx,Dy or
LSL,size *data,Dy or
LSL,address,
LSR has the same format. The size can be

byte, word or long. What happens is that the daia
in the register and which must be a data register
for the first two, For ihe last format. the size has
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to be WORD and the memory at that address is

shifted by a single bit, The bit that is shifted 'out'

of the regisler is placed into the C and X flags,
while the'vacant' bit is filled with a zero.

Consider this code fragment'
MOVE.B #$81,D0

; DO.B is 1000 0001
Ter p #1 nntVD.U llL.uV

i Now it is 0000 0010 and 0 and X are 1
MOVEQ #5,D2
LSL.B D2,D0

; Now D0 is 0100 0000

Shifting the opposite way gives this:
M0vE.B #$81_,D0

; D0.B is 1000 000i-
tSR"B #1"D0

; Now it is 0100 001-0 and C and X are 1
MovEQ #5,D2
TCD D na nnlUIl.U U-tDV

; Now D0 is 0000 00X0

LSR is a quick way of multiplying an unsigned
number by 2 for each bit shifted. LSR is a qutck

way of dividing an unsigned number by 2 and but
the tractions are lost. ,Another exarnple.

MOVEQ #8,D0 ; DO.L holds B

LSL"L #1-,D0 ; D0.L now holds l-6
LSL"L #2,D0 , DO.L now holds 54
MOVEQ #10,D0 ; D0.L holds 10
ISR.L #1,D0 ; DO.L now holds 5
LSR.L #1,D0 ; DO.L now holds 2

and note the remainder is tlostr

When specifying the number of shi{ts as imme-
diate data, only values from 1 to B can be used, lf
the number of shifis required is greater than this,
then a register counter has to be used. When
shifting memory, ihe shitt is always a single bit.

Alter a shift in either direction the flags are set
as follows:

N is sei i{ the result became negative (MSB set
to 1), cleared otherwise

Z is set if the result became zero, cleared
otherwise.

V is always cleared.
C is set to ihe LAST bit shifted out, cleared if

the shift count was zero,
X is set to the LAST bit shitted out UNAFFEC-

TtD if the shift count was zero.

The arithmetic shifts preserve the sign of the
value but duplicating the previous value of the
sign bit in the new sign bit.

Arithmetic Shifts ar€ not Logical
Captain ...

These instructions have the same format as the
logical shifts:

ASL or
ASR.size *data,Dn ASL or
A$R,size Dx,Dn ASL or
ASR,address,
The instructions operate on long, word or byte

sized data. The .address' version, however only
acis on WORD sized data.ASL or Arithmetic Shift
I pfi annpars at first olanr:e tn dn exar:ilv ihel_-..*r-...-'-._..**".._-''J

same as LSL, however the flags are slightly diffe-
rent afterwards (see below).

ASR or Arithmeiic Shift Right, or the otherhand,
preserves the sign bit of the value being shifted
by duplicating it into the 'new' sign bit. So if the
sign bit was 1 before the ASR it will still be I after
and if it was 0 before it will be 0 afterwards.

lf D0.B is $F0 or -16 then whereas LSR.B tt1,D0

would result in DO.B being $7F or +120, following
ASR.B s1,D0, DO,B would be $FB or -8 so the sign
was preserved by the Arithmetic shift but not by
the logical shift.

ln these instructions, the ASL fidata,Dn format is
used when the number of shifts is known and is

between I and I lf it is required to shift more than
B {or less than 1l) then a register counter must be
used -the ASL Dx,Dn format is used This is also

used when the arnount of shitts has been calcu-
lated during the running of the program and

cannot be specified at programming tirne. To shift
memory, only the ASL ,address, is allowed and
the shift is always a single bit.

For example, to shift D0.L left arithmetically by 4
bits, do this,

ASt. L #/*,D0

To shift it 10 places right, do this,
MOVEQ #10,DL
ASR"t D1,D0

ln this case, D1 has to be used as a counier
Finally, to shift memory adddress $28000 (byte
sized) lefi 2 places, involves loading the byte
sized contents inio a data register shifting the
register and storing back in memory. This is be"
cause a memory shift would have shifted the
byte at $28000 and the byte at $28001 as
memory shifts are always WORD sized. (l didn't
actually know this until I checked the manual - we
can all learn something newl) So this code will
NOT work correctly:

MOVEQ #2*l-,D0
sHrFT ASL $28000

DBRA DO,SHIFT
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but this will:

MOVE.B $28000,D0
ASL.B #2,DA
M0vE.B D0,$28000

The flag settings for LOGICAL shifts are as

follows'
N set is the result is negative, cleared

otherwise (ie the top bit)
Z - set if the result is zero, cleared otherwise
V- always cleared
C - set if the final bit shifted was a i, cleared

otherwise
X' se{ to the final bit shifted out-ie I or 0 -but

UNAFFECTED if the shift count was zero.

For ARITi-|METIC shifts, the flags are as follows,
N set is the result is negative, cleared

otherwise (ie the top bit)

Z - set if the result is zero, cleared otherwise
V set is the sisn bit chansed AT ANY TIME'*"b"-

during the shift, cleared otherwise
C - set to the final bit shifted out, cleared if shift

count was zero
X - set to the final bit shifted out - ie 1 or 0 but

UNAIFICTED if the shift count was zero

So while the LSL and ASL shifts look remarka-
bly similar the V {overflow} flag is always cleared
for Logical shifts but it shows if the sign changed
during the shift lor Arithmetic shifts.

What this means is that if DO.B (my favourite
register!) holds $A5 {-91) or %10100101 (binary},

and was shifted left arithmetically by 2 bits, it will
become 7001001010 alter the first shift. This has
changed the sign so the V flag will be set. After
the second shift the sign will have returned to
negative

%10010100 -but V will still be set to show ihat it
changed during the shifting. Once the V flag is
set, it is not unset by any further shifts in the
instruction,

Rotates are similar to shi{ts, but the bit{s} that
'fall off' the end are replaced at the other end. So
rotating left causes bits lost from the left end to
be added back in at the right end.

The rotate instructions have the following
syntax:

ROL,size *daia,Dn

R0L.size Dx,Dn
ROL,size ,address,
There are also ROXL and ROXR which include

the X flag in the rotate. While I have used ROL to
illusirate the instructions the three formats are
valid for ROR, ROX[- and ROXR as well. As with

the shift instructions byte, word and long sized
data can be rotated although the ,address, form
of the instruction only allows WORDS to be
rotated.

Once again, if the count is between 1 and B, use
the tdata form. For rotates of a calculated number
use the ROL Dx,Dn form,

What is the difference between a shift and a

rotate? ln a rotate, you never lose any of the bits,
they lust end up on the other end of the value.

ROL.B s1,D0 copies bit 7 of D0 into the C flag,
shifts the other bits left 1 place and then copies
the C fiag ithe oid bit 7) inio bii 0. So oioill11110

becomes 7011111101, The X flag will not be
affected.

To affect the X flag, you need to use the ROXL
(or ROXR) variation ROXL.B u1,D0 copies bit 7 of
D0 into the C and X flags, then does the rotate
and puls the C flag into bit 0 as before. Both lhe
C and X flag iake the vaiue of the last bit rotated
nut - see details below for the full picture

The flags are affected thus,
N set if the most significant bit of the result is I

otherwise cleared.
Z - set if the result is zero, cleared otherwise
V always cleared.

For ROR and RO[- ONLY,

C - set to the last bit rotated out (0 or 1) but
cleared if the rotaie count was zero.

X - unchanged.

FoT ROXL and ROXR ONLY:
C - sei to the last bit rotated out {0 or 1) but if

the rotate count was zero, it will be set to the
value of the X tlag

X - set to the last bit rotated out (0 or 1) but if
the rotate count was zero, it will be UNCHANGED
and copied to the C flag.

Putting it togeth€r - for the projeet"
As mentioned in the last issue, we are writing a

disassembler as the series progresses. You have
put up wiih a lot of quite boring stuff over the
course of the 4 articles so far so now is the time
to'gei on down'to some hard coding workl

The first part of the prolect follows on here.

QLTdis - Part one - The background.
As the series progresses, I would like to leave

each of the rernaining articles with a piece of
code that can be added to the existing code {or
the project. ln some cases this may not be possi
ble, but I will iry to leave you wilh a 'working'

program at the end of each issue.
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Sometimes,l will have to use code that we may
not have covered, ln these cases I will briefly
explain what is going on, but a full explanation will
follow in the series - so don't panic,

The outline of the project is this,

L Perform'once only' program initialisation.
2. Perform 'oncs per loop'initralisation.
3. Per{ornr a disassembly of a srngle instruction.
4. Print the disassembled instruction,
5, Check if the user has requested that we stop

- fSC pressed & goto step B if so.
c /-l"^^1,;+,.,^ ^"^ ^+ +h^ ^^,J ^t +t^^ l^^^u. uiluLr\ il wu dtg dt ilrg ct tu ut utg tuuiJ -

reached the end address, goto I if so,
7 Go to step 3 again
B. On ESC or end, perform any 'once per loop'

terminations.
L Go to step 2, unless user quits.

10. Perform 'once only' termination & exit QLTdis

Each step above can be expanded as follows,
1 Once only initialisation This step involves

opening the various channels required by the
program, setting mode 4 if not already set.
Any errors detected here must result in the
program exiting to SuperBasic as it is not
possible to continue.

2. Once per loop initialisation. This step involves
getting the start address, end address and
'printer channel' from the user; printing the
program headings and checking if the user
has decided to quit or not. frrors deiected
here should be notified to the user and the
information requested again,

3. Disassemble a single instruction. Decodes
the word at the current address and updates
the current address as required depending
upon the size of the instruction (2 to 10 bytes).
Builds a buffer holding the instruction address,
hex codes and disassembled instruction. Any
errors should be handles as appropriate,

4. Print the disassembled instruction Prints the
buffer filled by the step above. This always
goes to the screen but may also be required
to go to the printer or a disc file as well. This
is all handled here.

5. Check if ESC pressed and 6. Check if end
address reached. {combined test) Both tests
have been combined into a single step as
both carry out the same actions. We need to
scan the keyboard for the tSC key being
pressed or reaching the stop address as
specified by the user in step 2.

8. 0n tSC or end, perform any 'once per loop'
terminations. This involves closing any'printer'
files.

I Go to step 2, unless user quits

10 Perform 'once only' termination & exit QLTdis.
Close all open channels, reclaim any allocated
rnemory and quit the job. QDOS does close
channels etc and deallocates memory when a

tob is killed but it is best to be tidy (Some
systems (PCs and Windows for example)
don't do this.)

Dissassembly - how it works
Step 3 seems quite simple lt is not. There are a

number of instruction formats, addressing modes
etc as defined in George Gwilt's text file which
should be included on the cover disc. lt you look
at the bit pattern for each instrcution you will
notice that they come in many different flavours I

spent weeks {in various hoiels} looking through
the instructions and collecting similar ones toge-
ther: My first pass detected 32 different 'families'

of instruction.
The next step was to write down which bits in

the instruction op code were 'variable'. This
simply means which bits vary with the different
forms of the instruction. So now we have 32 diffe-
rent instructlon lypes documented and a descrip-
tion of the variable bits noted for each. As an

example of what I am on about,
The NOP instruction has the op code of $4871

or 060100 1110 0111 0001 and has no variable bits
This is one of the simplest instructions to decode
and works along the lines of:

r F PEEK ( PC ) = $l+E71- TI"lxN TNSTRUCTT 0N = t NoP t

{in SuperBasic)
roughly equivalent to,

LXA <address to disassemblerrA4
cMPr.u #$48?1, (A4)
BNE.S NOT-.}[OP

t

; Process NOP instructj-on here
t

NOT*NOP

; process next instruction here if NOP ;
not detected

For reasons discussed later we don't actually
do it quite this wayl

These instructions I have called TYPI 0 - they
are the simplest to disassemble Others in this
group are ILLEGAL RTSET RTF, RTR, RTS and
TRAPV-some we know and most we don'1 {yet}

The TRAP sn instructions, where n = 0 to 15,

have the op codes of $4F40 through to $4E4F
The lowest 4 bits {or nibble) hold the trap number
0 to 15. To disassemble this instruction we need
to mask out the data part {the trap number) and
check the remainder for being the $4t4x format
TRAP instruction This is done using the ANDI.W
instruction as follows,
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LEA (address to disassenblerrA4
MoVE"l^r (A4),D0
ANDI . tJ #$FFF0, D0

cMPr"}I #$4E40,D0
BNE"S NOT-TRAP

At lhis point, we know that the instruction at the
address held in 44 is a TRAP lrsomething, so
now we have to extract the trap nurnber forrn ihe
instruction:

MOVE.1{ (Alr) , D0

ANDT.W #$000F,D0
And now we have the trap number in DOW The

instruction TRAP Il,D0o can be built up in the
buffer and later printed

These instructions I have called TYPI 4 and
includes only the TRAP t10 to TRAP n15

variations of the TRAP instruction.

I originally caclulated that there were 32
dif ferent types of rnstruction 'family' Further
examinations reduced this number slightly - and I

suspect that even more binary examinations
would help to reduce it even further As thay say
in all the best books, 'l leave this as an exercise
for the reader'l!l

Once the various families have been identitied, I

calculated what the mask word needs to be for
each family, The mask word is a 16 bit word which
is ANDId with the op code word and changes all

variable bits into a zero. All the lixed unchanging
bits are left as they are Using the trap code
above as an example, we have variable data in
biis 0 to 3 and fixed in bits 4 to 15 so our mask
needs to have a 1 in bits 4 to 15 and a zero in bits
0 to 3 to achieve the desired effect.

Having burlt a mask for each instruction family, I

now need a value to check against when the
mask has been applied. This will be different for
each instruction within the family. Using the type 0
family, the mask will be $FFFF as there are no
variable bits Applying this mask to NOP should
give the result $4t71 while RTS will give the
result $4E75.

This means that we need a table consisting of a
mask word, a result word and an instruction type
for each and every instruction in the 68000
instruction setlhe table format is maskvalue &
type:
t--nop DC.1{ $FFFF, $4.871,0
t-rts DC. LI $FPFF, $/*875, 0
t-trap DC.W $rFFO, $4Al+0,4
t-oops DC.W $0000,$0000,33

DCW is an assembler directive which tells the
assembier to reserve one word of memory and

place the value given into it. The labels are just

there to remind you which instruction we are
setting the values for:

The final entry, t-oops, is a catch all which
rneans that any 'broken' instructions which have
not been detected by the rest of the table will be
caught here- ANDI.W with 0 always = 0

The only thing missrrrg here is a string holding
the actual instruction. As the various instructions
are of differing lengths, we have a slight problem
We must keep each entry in the table lhe same
size so what we do is hold the distance from the
stari of the table to the string that makes up the
instruction. Our new table looks like this,

DC " l,I $FFFF, $4871,0, t--nop-op_tab1e
DC.lil $FFFF ,$4t75 ,0u t_rts*op_table
DC. W $FFFO, $4840,4, t-trap*op-table
DC. W $0000, $0000, JJ, t-oops-op-tab1e

op-table ; Start of the table
t-nop dc"b 3, ?NOPl

t*rts dc.b 3r'RTSI
t-trap de.b 6, iTRAP #'
t-oops dc"b 6 '00PS J t

This table is in two parts, The first has 4 words
for each entry, the second has a number of
instruction strings relating to the first part of the
table ln the first part, the assembler directive
DC.W t-nop-op-table does this'

- calculates the address that t-nop will have in
the final code file

- calculates the address that op-table will have
in the final code file

subtracts the t-nop address from op-table's
address to get an 'o{fset'

- stores the offset as a signed word in the first
part of the table.

This means that the table looks like the
following:

DC.lr $FFFF,$4871,0,0
DC.rd $FFFF,$4875 ,0,4
DC "W $FFF0, $/+940,/+, I
DC.W $0000, $0000,33, 1_5

What has happened is that the assembler has
calculaled the distance from the start of op-table
to each individual row and placed the distance
into our first table As we will know the location of
op*table in memory when the program is exe
cuting, we can add the distance or offset on to
the table start address and we will get the correct
place in the table to read the instruction string
from.

Now that we have a table of masks, values,
instruction family type and a location for the
instruction string, we can use code similar to the
following disassemble an instruction:
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START LEA (address to disassemblerrA/r
LEA MASKSTAS ; Table of masks etc
MOVE.W (A/r),D7 ; 0p code word

AGAIN M0VE.l,J D7,D0
AND. r{i (Ai) +, D0

cMP.W (A5)+,D0
BEQ"S TYPE

ADDQ. L #/+,A.5
BRA.S AGAIN

t

t
cMPr.[t #32,DA
BRA TTPE 32
BRA TTPE=33

; Copy of op code word
; Mask out variable bits
; Check against value
; Found it, skip rest of loop
; Skip over t5rpe and offset words
; Try again

TYPE MOVE.I,I (A5)+,D0 ; Get the type word
MOVE.LI (A5),D1 ; Get string offset
tEA OP*TABLE,A5 ; Start of string table
EXT.L D0 ; Convert offset from word to long

explicitly
LEA (a5,nO"L),A5 ; Add offset to table start and put i-n A5

; Process aecording to type here

MASKS DC"}J $FFFF,$4E71,0,1-nop-op-table
Dc . W $FFFF, $4875,0, t*rts-op_table
DC . W $FFF0, $4440, /+, t-trap-op-table
DC.W $0000, $0000, 33, t*oops-op-table

OP*TABLE
T-J{0P DC.B 3, 'NOPl
T-NTS DC"B 3, IRTSI

T_TRAP DC"B 6, 'TRAP #'
T_00PS DC.B 6 '00PS ! '

At this point {jusl before MASKS above), D0 The problem is that this is a long drawn out
holds the insiruction type word, D7 holds the piece of code and would be prone to typing
actual instruction word, A4 holds the address of errgts Another method is to use a jump table as
the instruction and A5 holds the address o{ the follows,
string in memory. We are now ready to process J_TABLE DC"w T''E_0_J_TABL'
the instruction acording to its type word, as held
in DO.w_ how best to do this? ' uJ "u'|u DO.I4I TYPE*1*J*TABLX

ln SuperBasic we would probably have a DC"w TYPI:*2-J*TABLI

SELect statement to process it. ln assembler we Dc"w TYP[-3-J*TABLI

candOthisusingcodesimilartothefollowing.
cMPr.il #0,D0 'BRA TyPE_o DC.LI TYPE 3z-J_TABTE

cMpr.lf #1,D0 DC.ld TYPE-33-J-TABLE

BRA TYPN_I
Whlch sets up a table of offsets from the start

of the table to the routines in memory. The code
to select the offset and jump to it would be similar

to this:

tEA J_TABLE,A2
EXT.I DO

LSt.L #1.D0
MOVE"w (A2,D0"L),D0
JSR (aZ,oO.W)

t

t

,,

t

t

Table of junp offsets
Make sure D0 is long siaed
Multiply by 2 - table entries ate 2 bytes
Get offset
Perforn routine
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The table holds the difference between the
address of the routine and the address of the
start of the table (J*TABLE) in a signed word. D0
has the type number so needs to be doubled to
convert it into an offset into this lable Type 0

starts at otfset 0, type 1 at offset 2, type 2 at

offset 4 and so on.

The value in D0 is then added to the tabls start
address and the word at that location extracted
from the table and copied into D0 by a single
instruction

MovE.w (A2,no.t),D0

This is a small demonstration of how powerful

the 68000 addressrng nodes can be. The instruc
tion following is equally as powerfule. Remember
A2 holds the table start address, D0 now holds
the offset frorn A2 to the routine we want to
perform, so adding them together should get us
where we want to be - at the start of ihe routine.
The single insiruction:

JSR (A2,D0"W)
does just that

lf you have been paying attention, you will

noticE tha{ in previous bits of code I have com-
mented'Convert from word to long explicitly' but
here I don't. ln previous example code I explicitly
convert the word value in a data register to a long
value using EXTL Dn this SIGN EXTENDS the
word value from 16 io 32 bits allowing long sized
operations to be carried out.

ln the JSR {A2,D0W) above, the 68000 does
the sign extension automatically. I merely demon-

strated both methods.
Now lhen, JSR and BSR what is the difference?

BSR is Branch to subroutine and JSR is iump to
subroutine. Surely these are identical? No they
are not.ln assembled code, a BSR is actually a PC

relative jump. The data that de{ines the
destination of the branch is a signed offset from
the currenl PC (Program Counter). ln a JSR it rs an
absolute address.

We normally write BSR label and the assembler
works out the offset. So the following are not
equivalent,

ESR $100
JSn $r.00

As the BSR $100 means 'jump to the
subroutine $100 bytes on from here' and the JSR

$100 means 'jump to the address at address
$100'- a small but subtle difference

We have placed the assembler source code on
to this cover disk to save you sorne typing. The
files are

QLTdis-asm

More details of the QLTdis in the next issue.

I

Adventures cn the Qt
Partl-ThePnawn
Darren Eranagh

A few months ago I was sent a

collection of disks to review
from a (then) new software
cornpany, RWAP Software,
fronted by Rich lVellor Unfortu-
naiely, due to other commit-
ments (namely work) I am only
now getting the chance to
review these so firstly, apolo-
gies to Rich for the delay.
The Prawn is a text adventure
game, which means you basi-
cally enter instructions via the

keyboard and these are inter-
preted by the program accor-
dingly -such as CLIMB TREE,
KILL BIAST TXAMINF ROCK,
or whatever Directions and
commonly used instructions
are abbreviated to single let
ters such as N,S,E,W to go
North,South,East or West. You
get the picture.

You play the part of a prawn
that gets caught up in a trawler
net, only to find himself on a

strange land, with a weird
copper band around his tail that
rnust have been put there as
he slept, You must help the
prawn survive the perils of his

dilemma and help him solve
problems along the way.

The name comes from the fact
that you play the part of, you've
guessed it, a prawn. lt's a

play-on-words spoof of another
QL adventure, called The Pawn,
which was marketed by Mag-
netic Scrolls in the early Eigh'
ties and while it was a rather
serious swords and sorcery
type epic, the Prawn is quite
the oppostite f unny and
tongue in cheek.
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First Look
On Loading ihe game, a rather
nice graphical screen is pre

sented of two symmetrical
prawns, with the choice of
three scenarios to play. These
ot8: KINGS KE[P ANCIENT
CITY Ot LAROS and THE
BADLANDS. These are selec-
ted by pressing A, B or C, I

chose A for KINGS KEEP as
this is the first part of the
adventure and the best place
to start.
You are then presented with 3
further options:
c beginning a completely new

game by typing BIGIN
c INTRO will give you a brief

introduction to the game
* keying LOAD will load a

previously saved game
All very simple and user friend-
ly, I type BEGIN and off we go.

lmmediately, we are given our
first description - "The Prawn
trudges along a gravelly
path, trailing his tail be-
hind him .' and so on. lt
also tells us the path

leads east to west and a
forest is to the south,
Now we are adventure
gaming - all the text is

quite colourful, with lo-
cation headings in diffe-
rent colours to the main
description

So how SOod is

it?
I found the user inter-
face of the Prawn to be
excellent even when
you type something
that the interface
doesn't understand rather than
get something like 'command

not recognised" you get a

rather funny passage along the
lines that a Prawn has a brain
the size of a flea, and to lell him

something he'll understand
This is one of the reasons I

enjoyed the Prawn so much -

its humour For instance, as you
approach the kings keep and
enter a stable courtyard, you
are told it's empty as the ca
valry are holidaying in Majorca
with the horsesll
The Prawn has some really
usefulcommands lliked, which I

have never seen in any other
adventures, Among these are
RAMSAVE and RAMIOAD,
which allows you to save a

current game io RAM raiher
than disk so that you can return
to it later quickly and easily - a
nice feature and useful if the
phone rings or whatever Obvi
ously, if you needed io switch
off the QL you would save to a

floppy or hard drive, which is

also available as an option"
The gameplay is good too
each location description ap-
pears almost instantly when
you enter a new command.
The game was originally wrii-
ten on the Quill adventure sys-

game. lt is difficult to get to
where you want first time as
something always pops up to
thwart your efforts, You then
have to think on your feet (do

prawns have feet?) as to how
best to solve the problem. Also,
despite taxing the brain, I found
the Prawn an extremely good
way to relax and unwind espe
cially after a hard day at the
office.

Compatibility
This is the only area of com-
plaint from me - The Prawn re-
fused to load on my QPC
powered Pentium PC. I was
trying it in 800x600 resolution,
so this is probably why ln fair
ness to Rich, rn the manual
which accompanies the game
he says that as there are now
so many platforms on which to
run QL Software, full compatibi-
lity cannot be guaranteed, but

tem (a utility for adventure
writing way back then) but Rich
has since converted it to
Superbasic and QLiberated it. lt
runs remarkably quickly both
on a gold card QL and my QXL
il

0n top of that, despite being
funny it's a very challenging

he will endevour to cure any
problems which occur if given
an accurate description of the
hardware and circumstances
involved when the problem
arose.
I tried the Prawn on my QXL ll

running in a Philips 2BG PC ln

512x256 mode it ran perfectly
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and quickly too - much faster if

run from hard drive than from
floppy, obviously. lt also ran per-
fectly on my original black box
QL with Gold Card or Trump
Card (l trred both) lt ran fine
with the Pointer Environment
loaded too
What about graphics? Well, I

have always had a soft spot for
text adventures, mainly be-
cause they leave so much to
the imagination which con-
tains the rnost powerful gra-
phics processor of alll I have
loved thern since I first loaded
SHIP 0F DOOM into my rubber
keyed Spectrum in early 1984 I

hope through this review some
of you will try this wonderfully
funny and playable game and
get some lun from your QL.
Now back to the king's keep.
Where was l?
PS Part 2 ot this QL Adventure
series of reviews featuring
another RWAP game, called
NtMtSlS, follows next issue
I

Prlnting ELJRO with QLs
Diefrich Buder

1. lntroduction
Since 1.1.1999 the share prices
are shown only in EUROs and
now some shops print their
price-tags and advertisings in
DM and € too. I expect that
the price lists of our QL iraders
will come only with €, Pounds
and SFr: And soon we have to
make our tax returns in EURO.
Then I or we need to write and
print out with our QLs and
need the EURO symbol on our
printers. For details of the con-
struction of €, see the article in

QL Today english May/June
1998 page 14.

All my knowledge is only for
QL CLASSICS, QXL and QPC,
the word processors QD,
QUILL/XCHANGE, text87 and
some dot-matrix printers.

2. e on the QL screen
The first part was to search for
an unnecessary special cha
racter Tony Tebby and Jochen
Merz took the big question
mark CHR${181), a character
unused on normal printers. The
present SMSQ/E version 2 91
has the € built-in and it looks
fine, But the solution is not
perfect: The € is obtained by
typing the keys ICTRL]ISHIFT]
[u] and the new German key-
boards for Windows9S have
the IURO symbol on the key
fel. The less-than-ideal solution
is to define the hotkey
ERT Hor_KEY (' "', cHRg(181_) )
for lAlTllel and loss of the
previous hotkey for'e'.

The keys ICTRL]ISHIFT]lel sup-
ply the'O with tilde'CHR${165),
also not a special character o{
normal TPSON printers. I prefer
this solution because it is logi
cal, The ASCII-IBIis a border o{
EPSON printers and I want to
use it.
ln my following description I

write about'€ on key lul'. Later
come some hints for my solu-
tion with '€ on key [e]'
QD uses a font for all cha
racters. The disk of QD98 has a
new QL-FNT with EURO on
CHR$t181). Therefore QD
works fine with EURO on
QDOS and SMSQ/[.
BASIC and QUILL/XCHANGE
got the EURO from STMSQ/E
V2.91. QDOS users with JM/
MG/MGG-ROM have to accept
the wrong question mark and
Minerva users get Q and V one
above the other: They can ask
Tony Firshman for a good
solution,

CCMPETITICf{
Based on an idea suggested to me by Tony
Firshman, the idea behind this competition
is that you have to make up a vaguely
meaningful sentence out of all the original
QDOS SuperBASlC kaywords (in CAPS in
the keyword guide of the Q!- manual) plus alN

of the valid listed operators (& . : , etc)
The winner will be the one judged to use
most of the keywords, but marks will also be
gained by rnaking th€ QL Today editorial
tearn laugh a little, and of cours€ it has to be
legal and decent enough to be published! A
little repetition is allowed, but marks will be
deducted if too many keywords are
repeated.
Exarnple: [F AT A&JT& TE"tEh{ BEHp ANp
GET@ BORP6R- BLOEK EK CONTEh{&'€
BEEPING & PAUSE FOR DAY$
Tha prize will be a small software vouchar
from .i4 5, so get cornposing!
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For TextBT users, the file
'FOUNTfDB9-EXE' can change
all screen characters. But I

know of no solution to prinl out
the € wilh text87

3. Print out the €
All my word processors trans-
mit the ASCII code of the typed
character to the printer and ex-
pect a correct print out. [ach
QLer knows the difference bet-
ween the CHR${x} of QLs and
the ASCII code of printers. We
need always a TRA table to
translate lhe different codes for
characters higher then
cHR${127)
I have three solutions for
printing out the €
3.1, The botched solution:
Many printers know the com-
mand CHR${8), the backwards
step for one character A printer
test is very easy. Enter this

{substitute SERl or SFR2 for
PAR as required):
OPEN #3;'par'
PRINT #3 ;' {t &CHR$(B)&* = 

I

CLOSE #]
The printer is useable if the
printed character looks similar
to the € The TRA 3 of
SMSQ/E V2 9i made such an
IURO as a three-step charac-
ter with 'C'&CHR$(B)&'-' and ii
looks terrible for font types
with serifs.
QDOS users have to work with
a TRA table for three-step cha-
racters, SMSQ/E users only for
simple printers. Such a TRA
table creates my new file
'TRA-EURO*tsAS' which was
first published by the German
newspaper Compuier Kontakt
issue 1211987 My new file can
create {our di{ferent files'TRA-
tUxx-BlN' for € at key lelor [u]

and for point 3.1 and 3 2

3.2. The ingenious solution:
Some printers have the option
'Download' to print out user
defined characters. Such a
IURO looks like being a

feature of future printers, see
point 3 3

The first work is to study the
printer manual and see if the
answer to all questions is'yes'.

ls the printer option 'Down-

load'built-in?- ls download mode conf i-

gured?
Does the printer accept the
normal TPSON download
commands?
Do you use SMSQ/I for the
necessary command'UPUT'?

-ls the file 'TRA-EUdu*SlN' on
device'dev1-'?

The download soluiion requires
a special TRA table with a

translation from CHR$(181) to
ASCII-181. lt can also be crea'
ted with my 'TRA-EUR0*BAS'.

The TRA 3 of SMSQ/E don't
work correctly tor download
EURO on my QLs.
3,3. The trivial solution:
Waiting for future printers with
€ at ASCII 164 This requires
another TRA 3 or other TRA
table with translations f rom
CHR${iB1) to ASCII'164

4. Commands for
download characters
The first step is normally to
change the printer mode for
download characters. lt will be
easy if the manual is written
clearly and understandablyl I

got problems and Jochen Merz
helped me.

The second step is to check
the printer commands of my file
'DRU-EURO-DEMO-BAS' lt is

written for my 24-pin dot matrix
prinier a STAR-X824, and EP

SON commands of the opera
ting mode 'Standard'. My file
has REMarks for changing the
language at line 1380, the
operaiing mode to 'lBM'at lines
1570/1840 or for 9-dot-matrix
printers. The available printer
fonts often require an easy
change of font codes at line
1220
This file should print three NLQ
lines with a German special

character and the '€' and one
DRAFT line also with the
special character and '€',
please see rny print out (made

with QUILL in double size
mode). lf this test is successful
you have a source for all

necessary files to work with
QD and QUILL/XCHANGE

Courier [25€F
opt imo x25€; samPle

S I ippo 125€E Output
Draft i?5€[

The command lines 1510 to
1600 and 1790 adjust the
printer and the lines 1630 to
1790 fix the printer dots of the
NLQ download EURO This
graphic mode works only with
TDA n h^^^,,F^ - TDA +rhlntt\l-1 u uuLouJg d tt\t1 ror.Jrc

would change some dots. Bu1

the print out lines 1800 and
1970 needs a TRA table for the
German special character: This
contradiction is resolved by the
SMSQ/I command'UPUT'. lt is
similar to the command 'BPUT'

but it ignores the TRA table.
Lines 1570/1580 and
1840/1850 copy the selected
NLQ printer font f rom the
printer ROM to the printer RA[i1

and after lines 1790/1960 the
printer uses the font in RAM.
During this download mode no
printer RESET instruction (27,

64) is allowed! This may be
one reason for the problems
with text8T
Now l'll give some hints for all

Qlers who have never used
printer graphic modes. Normal-
ly the printer manuals give de
tailed inforrnation. The following
rules are for my STAR-X824'- maximum columns tor the

character: 9 for draft and 29
for normal NLQ.

- maximum columns for cha-
racter and border lef t and
right: 12 and 36
dois of 24-dot-printers may lie
on top of each other but not
side by side
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The last rule is the reason for the horizontal
zigzag lines of draft characters like 'E'

Fhe 24 needles of the printer work in three
groups from 1 to B, 9 io 16 and 17 to 24 [ach
needle has a value and all values of one group
must be added. This gives three numbers for
three bytes. A draft character has a maximum of
nine columns and therefore we get 9*3=27 bytes
for one draft character A non proportional NLQ

character with 29 columns has 29x3=87 bytes.
These bytes overwrite the original byies in the
printer RAM.
My Et-lRC in draft is constructed:

ColunnL23l,567B9

5. Hints for the BOOT
The BOOT file of our QL must have some
command lines for the TRA. tables added to it, I

prefer to store important data in RAM3. This may
cause trouble but as far as I can see, I get no
problerns The minimal solution only for SMSQ/E
is'
i$='o': x=l-81: REMark for EUE0 with
lcTRLl ISHIFTI [u,l
b=RESPR(512): LBYTES
rdevl_TRA*-EUbr&i$&r_-BINt,b: REMark bodged
EURO

d=RESPR(512): IEYTES

' devLTRA__EUd I &i$&' _BIN r, d : REMark download
EURO

OPEN--NEW #j; tran3-TRA--DAT' : PRINT #3; i$\b\d:
closE #J

ERT H0T-JGY ('e',chrg(x)): REMark for EURo

with l!,LTl lel
ERT HoT_CMD (,q"'ex devL-QD-EUR0_0BJ: e1s
#0t): REMark starting QD

I think it is untortunate that some important
characters are not in the QL font. Qlers with
hardware ambitions miss the Ohm character for
resistors eg. on the keys ICTRL]ISHIFT][o] Also,
some QL characters are not in the normal lont of
EPSON dot-matrix printers and presumably not
necessary for the important European
languages. These are: cHR$ 129,133,139,161,165
(my €), 171,175(important),181{€),183. So I

changed the QL-FNT of the QD drsk with the file
'QLUDGE-V2.5'of the speedscreen disk and
made my own fonts with Ohm, some
mathematical characters, other special characters
and borders of the IPSON font. I want to be on
the safe side and have two files wiih
EURO=CHR${181) and my tavourite with
EURO=CHR$(165). The file names are'QL*FNTU
with only 38 EPSCN borders and QL-FNTe' with
all 40 TPSON borders The 'TRA-[URO-BAS'is
made for both QL fonts. lf anyonc is interested in

getting the new QL*FNIx to save having to do
your own work: ask me or Jochen Merz.
So my BOOT file has the additional lines of the
SMSQ/E manual,
f$='QI,FWT' : f=RESPR( 5x5L2) :

LBYTES rdevl-r f$&i$,f: CHAR*-DEF f,0
FOR k=0 T0 2: CHAR-USE #k;0,0
COPY ' devl-'&f$&i$, 'ram3-' &f$ and nor,i

OPEN--}IEW #3;'ran3-TRA-,DAT' :

PRINT #3; i$\b\d\f: OLOSE #J

6" Hints for word processors
The file 'ED-QD-EURO-BAS/OBJ' results from
the change of 'DRU*EURO-DFMO-BAS' and is

written for QDOS and SMSQ/F and also for
Gerrnan or tnglish language, see line 1080. The
first necessary input is for the printer connection
and only in this place comes the printer RESET
line 1390.

Under SMSQ/E follow the questron to the printer
mode'download', lines 1400 to 1430 lf the input is

[y] for 'download conflgured' at line 1300 then the
download commands copy the bytes of draft
EURO into the printer RAM. I use only condensed
characters in draft because QD has 80 characters
per line. The print out looks like NLQ.
The correct TRA table line 1300 results frorn the
inputs and the file'TRA*DAT'line 1250 At the end
comes the start of QD line 1320.
The configuration of QD must be without a

RESET 21,64 and should be for the QL-FNT at
RAM3. So it is possible to check other QL fonts
without changing any harddisk file

16 32 16 32 r.6 L2
Ilr/r 72 L4l+ 72 1ZB 1
6/. 32 & 32 6t, UB

XX
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The start of QUILL or XCHANGE is similar to the
QD start file. But this contains more software
commands eg. for printer type and port
connection and then for each printer the font
type, font size, italic, line width, perhaps downioad
EURO in NLQ and draft and suchlike. lf anyone is
interested he may ask me or Jochen Merz.
I wish all readers good results with download
characters.
tEditor's 66fs; the files refered fo in fhis artrcle
are on ffie cover disk with this issuel
I

Hcve Quanta $fforkshop
Dilwym Jones / Plbfures taken by Paul Hasfer

On Sunday 2Bth February, Quanta held a one day
workshop in the fxcelsior Hotel, Hove, on the
south coast of England The night before, several
ol us gathered at a

local lndian restau-
rant {once we'd
found it!) for a get
together and a chat
and to exchange
gossip. A difficult
night's sleep fol-
lowed for many of
us, as the rooms in

our hotel were boi-
ling hot and the con-
stant noise of water
in pipes was inter-
rupted only by vain
efforts to turn off radiators due to the fact they
either had no knobs, or they were broken.
This workshop was quite well attended and the
highlight of the show was the appearance of the
Q40 boards from TF Services and Q Branch.
Designed by Peter and Claus Graf in Germany,
this is the latest QL-compatible
hardware and looks set from the
outset to have 3 operating sys-
tems to choose from.
SMSQ/E will cost about 30
pounds for it, while the Q40
comes with a tree version of the
QDOS Classic operating systern,
itself adapted from the old Amiga
QDOS emulator very like a JS
ROM in some ways. Meanwhile, a
version of Linux has also been
ported to the Q40 by Richard
Zidlicky. Rumour has it you can run

the uQLx emulator on this, lf true, you have a

choice of three ways to run QL software on this
brand new machine.
It's to be supplied as a board designed to fit into
PC-AT style tower cases, though at some point
systems may be offered ready built or custom
built. The units on show at Hove were not yet tully
working as the operating system versrons had
been arriving fast and furious and still had a few
teething problems. Prototype high colour mode
drivers apparently existed but were unlikely to be
in the initial version.
lvlost o{ the well known QL traders were dotted
around the room, including Geoff Wicks {Just
Words), Qubbesoft P/D, Jochen ltlerz Sottware,
Q-Celt Software, Biil Richardson, Quanta, TF
Services, Mrracle Systems, Fnrico Tedeschi of
Hove Books {see the review of his Sinclair
Archive book in QL Today Vol 3 lssue 1), RWAP
Software and Q-Branch. Apologies to anyone
else I have forgotten.

Enrico Tedeschi had an inter-
esting stand. He collects any-
thing Sinclair related and publi-

shes a small number of books
on a variety of subyects. Ob
jects on display included the
Sinclair wristwatch of old,
wooden models of ZX81s and
other computers, MKl4s and
so on. A, real nostalgia trip
the tirst tirne I have seen
[nrico atlend a QL workshop
in this way,

Jochen Merz demonstrated
his latest QD9B on his stand

Of particular interest to rne was the printer filter
facility available in this - you can write your own
printer filter or driver even in SBASIC via the
'standard' codes listed in the rnanual.
Having come all the way from lreland, Darren
Branagh had his second outing as a QL trader

and demon
strated the
new database
program, Easy
Base, on his
stand. Darren
had several di-

sasters on the
way home
such as mis-
sing his ferry,

subsequent
sailings can-
celled by bad
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weathe[ a burst suitcase, car clamped in Dun
Laoghaire as he was late back due to the
cancelled sailings, Not the luckiest of lrishmen. I

promised him I wouldn't say anything about the
sheep he took back with him.

Geoff Wicks keeps on updating his range of
software. His latest was the QTYP dictionary
version of the Spelling Cnb program (see this
issue's cover disk for a free
copyl) and he has plans for
further improvements to his
range of software.
On Qubbesoft P/D I saw a Eeta
test version of a new utility for
converting GIF {iles might be
vory usefulif the QL is about to
acquire a rnore graphical fol-
lowing with the proliferation of
high resolution displays and im-

minent higher colour modes for
Aurora, Q40 and some emu-
lators.
Speaking of Auroras, a few
could be seen in their MinisQL guises dotted
around the room Keith Mitchell, who has done
much oi the work on MinisQL was in attendance
on the Q-Branch stand demonstrating and perfor-
ming surgery on them.
RWAP Software had the latest revision of their
SBASIC/SuperBASlC Reference Guide on display,
along with latest maps for use with Q-Route, and

an imminent release of a utility called Q Help for
adding help files to programs,
Several well known sottware authors were in

attendance, including Jonathan Hudson who was
working on a program to allow file transfer bet-
ween a Palm Pilot hand held PDA and a QL. Mark
Knight and David Gilham, the team producing the
freeware release of Turbo Toolkit (see cover disk)

and working on
Perf ection were
also in attendance.
Mark Knight gave
a lecture on gra
phics and fractals
(he is working on
a major piece of
software for peo-
ple interested in

thrs field)
nL:l r^ -J^"^ ^r TL ^rnil JUtudli ut t ne
Library, a new PD

software service,
was in attendance,

though not actually trading there as his library
was not fully ready in iime for the show - he does
expect to be in action soon and to start making
catalogue disks available. He inherited a vast
library of software from Steve Johnson and it's
proving no mean task updating that quantity of
sof twarelr

Frinten eontnol eodes -

A dreaded Subject? - Fart 1
Dilwyn Jones
This article is targeted at the less experienced QL users, but it
does assume you know a little bit about EASIC on the Ql-, such
as how to use the PRINT command. We get quite a few printer
help requests, so this seemed a fairly obvious article to write.
Printers often cause computer users more headache than almost
any other computer-related subjects.

Many inexperienced users go catch 22 situation.
through that phase of wanting Many sottware traders and au
to throw their printers out ol thors will tell you that printers
the window when they iust are often the biggest time
can't get it to work properly wasling issue for software
with their software lt's often users, that much of the tele-
the unfortunate case ihat you phone help requests received
have to get to grips with prin- centre on printers and trying to
ters and printer drivers before get them to work wiih parti-
you've had a chance to learn cular software.
much aboui them, a kind of Now that I have probably

managed to put anyone of f

ever buying a printer for their
QL, it's time I put the record
straight. Printer control codes
and programming for printers is

a difficult subject to master; but
once mastered repays the ef"
fort handsomely. There comes
a point when it all clicks in your
mind, that suddenly you feel in

control of the sublect.
I hope that after reading this
article you'll be on the way to
understanding printers and
printer control codes. The best
way to master the subject will

be to read the article, then try
some sirnple basic routines to
activate various tacilities on
your printer I guarantee you ll
never remember all the control
codes for your printer; the
command sets are just too
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long and complicated, so keep
your manual to hand, you'll
need it to look up the details
for your printer

\flhat is a Printer
Drive r?
lf you have acquired any com-
mercial or free programs, you
may have noticed that the in-

structions refer to 'printer dri-
vers'. On the QL, most pro-
grams have their own specific
drivers; on some other com-
puters the operating system
maintains 'standard' drivers for
the various printers its users
are likely to encounter
ln simple words, a printer driver
is basically a list of instructions
which control many features of
a given type of pnnter For

exarnple, it may contain instruc-
tions f or making the printer

switch to bold iext, or io turn
on underlining. Of course, if it
can turn something on, it will

usually need the corres-
ponding instruction to turn it off
agarnl
It's important to note that in

many cases, the driver itself is
not a program which writes the
information on the printer The
printer driver is often just a

table or list o{ numbers On the
QL, in most cases the actual
program (e.g. Quill) does the
hard work of sending the
information to the printer, first
looking at the information in

the printer driver file to 'learn'

how to control those teatures
of the printer

Consider the case of the
programs supplied with the QL,
Quill, Abacus, and Archive.
They are all basically text
handling programs (Fasel
needs to handle graphics, so is
slightly different) and share a
common printer driver a tile
called PRINTER-DAT This con-
tains a table of codes to use
for such facilities as bold text,

underlining, subscript {small)
text and so on. ln addition, it
contains information such as
which printer port to use {is
your printer connected to
S[Rl or SER2 for example),
the lianslates (how to make
the printer handle certain
difficuit characters such as the
Pound symbol), the baud rate
and so on. For an explanation
of baud rate, see BAUD in your
QL manual.
This means that although they
are three separate and distinct
programs, you only actually
need one printer driver bet-
ween them, which simplifies life
somewhat. Once you have
created a driver file which
works lor Quill, it also works
for Abacus and Archive. ln
theory, anyhow!
The next question is, why
does one printer driver not
suffice for all programs - surely
all prograrns could use the
same driver?

A good idea in theory, but one
whrch does not stand up in

practice. lt it was that simple, it
would have been done a long
time ago, ln practice, printers
change and develop, more
facilites are added, until the list
of facilites becomes quite
large, so any printer driver
table which has the entire
facilites range within it would
probably be prohibitively large
and cumbersome. ln practice,

software authors create printer
drivers which iust hold the list
of facilities required by their
programs. This enables them
to keep the drivers short and
simple {well, by printer stan-
dardsl), and also makes it
easier for the user to adapt it
to hislher printer: because only
relevant information need be
changed for a particular type
of printer For example, if the
program merely prints text to a
printer there is no point

HsryBlylirs (l9ol-1982) HildrBaylii3(1912"1992)

Keith Baylisr (l94lt=VNl..it Fo{er (1952) Roy MelLr (192?- 198?) =Sobja AnE Bsjli66 (19tt )

S.nh B,yli33 (lgbtFwiyn. W6nbl! I 1952) &ichsd Alai tlal{r t1968} Neil Mellor ( 1966)=Ncol. Blsndell ( I9!6J)

If you have ever wanted to research your family history, this is the
prograo for you. Keep detailed notes of all of your rcscarch and cven
photographs of family members on your QL" The program perfionns
all of the cross-referencing for you and produces a family tree for you
from the information which you have gathered.

A version for IBM Compatible PCs is also available for €55"

QL Cenealogist v3.21 is now available for €,25 from:

RWAP Q[, SOF"I"WARE,
26 Ashenhunt Road, Russells Hall, Dudley, West Midlands
DYI 2HH.
Please make cheques in Sterling, payable to R* Mellor
Credit Card Orders can be made via Qbranch.
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carrying a great deal of un-
required graphical control code
informationl

What 6r€ eontrol
Codes?
A control code is simply a

number: or set of numbers,
which control specitic func-
tions on a printer: For example,
it may be a couple of special
numbers which make the
printer switch to printing bold
text, or print using a dilferent
font
These numbers will have
values from 0 to 255, whole
values only. This range of
values is often referred to as
"byte values", so called be-
cause such numbers will fit into
one byte of computer memory
ln some cases, just one of
these numbers by itself is

enough to control a printer
funciion, For example, on some
printers, sending the number
14 to the printer will make it
produce double width charac-
ters, while sending the value 15

io the printer will make it print
condensed {narrow) charac-
ters. ln other cases, you have
to send a sequence o{ 2 or
more numbers to the printer:

For example, sending the two
values 2l and 52 {in that order)
will cause many printers to
switch to printing in italics text.
On some printers, sending the
value 7 will cause the printer to
beep at youl

You may have noticed that all

the codes I have listed all start
with values of less than 32,
and there is a good reason for
that, lf you look in the QL
manual under Concepts, Cha-
racter Set, and study the list of
characters given there, you'll
find that one column lists the
characters themselves, and
another lists their "code'

values. You'll find that the cha-
racters you can print start with

the SPACT character which
has a value of 32. As the
characters after this are used
for printing, we are left with the
values 0-31 for these codes
used to control printer func-
tions {some are used for
screen control as well), Not all

have specific functions, while
some are a little obscure. But
you may have realised that
there is a potential problem
here - with only numbers 0-31
available, we could only control
up to 32 functions on a printer
lModern printers have dozens if
not hundreds o{ functions, so
we need to be able to double
up somehow What printer
manulacturers have standar
dised on is to have a second
type of control code, allowing
Iar 2 or more values to be sent
as a code. ln this case, sending
the value 21 first tells the
printer that more inforrnation is

to follow. Since both the printer
and the so{tware understand
the same control codes if the
correct printer driver has been
used, the printer knows to
treat the next set of values as
a control code for the length o{
the command used. Some
commands consist of two
numbers, others consist of
three numbers, while some can
be longer The value 27 is re-

f erred lo as an f SC or
tSCAPt character There is

another slightly less common
scheme consisting of control
codes which start with the
value 28, which is relerred to
as FS. Following an tSC or FS

value, we can even send
printable characters, which the
printer accepts as part o{ the
control code, and does not
prini.

The number which corres-
ponds to the character given is

called its CODE So the code
of the SPACE character is 32,
while an upper case A is 65,
the number zero is 48 and so

on, On a British QL, using a

Sinclair ROM, printable charac-
ters have codes starting from
32, up to 191 Additionally, a
'default' character with a code
of 3l prints a chequerboard
character when the QL gets
into dif f rculties and doesn't
know how to print a character
you've told it to print, There is

a function in BASIC called
COD[, whose function is to
translate a character into its
code value,
So to find the CODI value o{
the asterisk character 1 

* ) we
could use a PRINT command
like this,
PRINT CoDE("xll)
which would print the number
42 ta the screen And as you
might expect, there is also a

function to perform the oppo-
site action, converting a code
value back to the character it

represents, This is called
CHR$, and we could check our
result with this command,
PRINT CHR$(42)
which would print an asterisk
on the screen {or whatever
character corresponds to code
42 an your operating system
version),
Note that I have used upper
case characters to represent
the commands to be typed in.

The QL will also understand
lower case.
The CHR$ and CODE func-
tions will come in very usefui
when we start writing a few
lines of BASIC to send com-
mands to the printet so it is

worth spending the time
mastering them now

ls thare such a Thing
as a'Stdndard'Control
Code Set?
It would be rather nrce if there
wasl But the answer, sadly, is

no. ln very broad terms, the QL
user is likely to come across 4
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main types of printer command
sets. Unfortunately, as printers
have grown more sophistica-
ted, the list of printer control
functions, or the Command
Set, has grown longer and
longer leading to a number of
standards within a standard. ln

general, later standards include
all or nearly all of the command
set of an earlier version, so if

you buy a new printer from the
same manufacturer you wiii

usually find that it continues to
work with the old printer driver
bui some of the new features
(e g. a wider choice of fonts)
may not be supported. Newer
standards are thus usually
'supersets' of the older one.

L EPSCII{ - Used by printer

manufacturer Epson for its
range of printers, and widely
used by other printer manufac-
turers who claim that their prin-

ters are 'Epson compatible', or
include an 'Epson compatible'
mode, often referred to as an

Epson Emulation Mode There
are various degrees of Epson
compatibility My first Epson
printer was an FX80, which in'
cluded a fairly basic command
set. Later printers such as the
LQ range included a broader
command set taking account
of the new facilities, while even
later printers used a standard
known as ESC-P2, which is

quite a comprehensive com-
mand set.

2. IBM " Used by IBM on its
printers. The command set
bears some resemblance to
the Epson set, but is not iden-
tical.

3, GANON - Prinier manufac-
turer Canon has ils own com-
mand set. I have only used the
one on their BJ range of
Bubblelet prrnters lt bears
some resemblance to the

Epson command set, but with
some important diff erences.
Many Canon printers also have
emulation modes for Epson
command sets, for example.

4. HEWLETT PACKARD PCL
(Printer Command Language)
This command set is quite dif-
ferent to those used by the
other "standards" listed above,
and there are various grades
of PCL - their inkjet printers
may not have all the facilities of
their laser printers, for exam-
ple, lf you have been used to
an Epson or Canon command
set, you may find the HP com-
mands rather difficult lo master
at first

Some other printer companies
have their own command lan-
guages. There is no particular
reason for omitting these other
than to keep the article simple,
and the fact that I have some
experience of the four listed!
lf you have used certain other
computers, you may have rea-
lised that the operating system
itself actually drives the printer
- the fonts printed may not be
ones that appear in lhe printer
command set necessarily. Prin-

ters can be driven in 'graphics

mode', which basically means
that you can specify each and
every tiny llttle dot printed by
sending them individually to
the printer As you might ex-
pect, since printers these days
comrnonly print at up to 300
dots per inch, you end up
having to send huge amounts
ol information to the printer
jusi lo print a single character:
whereas using our simpler
system means that by sending

lust one value to the printer to
print a single character it
makes writing our own pro-
grams to control printers a

much simpler affair
I

Last futinute
News

News from Jorrathan
F{udson
Pilot-xfer A comprehensive set
of tools to connect the Palm

Pilot PDA (all models) to SMS/
QDOS systems The archive,
about 1.2Mts along, which may
be downloaded from
www.jrhudson.demon.co. uk

contains exe cutables, docu
mentation and GPL'd source
code. You can backup and
restore your Palm, install new
programs and data, transter
data (memos, expenses ad

dresses etc). We hope to have
an article from Jonathan in the
next issue of QL Today.

Joehan hherz
Software News
QPC 2 will most likely be ready
when the next QL Today issue
will be delivered lt is running
quite stable on Windows 95/98
and even Windows NT The
serial ports are working, but
not as fast yet as Marcel would
like them to work The parallel
port needs to be done
This version will many people
asked for it - stretch screens
to fit resolution lt is possible,

for example, to make the QL's
original 512x256 pixels use a

full screen in 1024x768 reso-
lutron on a PC this way the
characters are much larger
also on modern laptops.
We still need to do a lot of
testing, so if you would like to
try a beta version of QPC 2 on
your PC, check Marcel's home-
page
wwwdeuschle.delQPC/
or visit the JMS homepage
www.j-rn-s. co rn /sm sq/
We hope to have QPC 2

available at the US shows
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Hold the Blank Page!
Graham Bindon's letter in the

last issue required an instant
response if only to dispel the
concept that I am a closet PC

user Although I have a laptop
and a neat little light which
plugs lnto the keyboard slot so
I can see the keys in the dark I

do not have a closet well
there is an under stairs
cupboard but that is full of
paint pots power tools

{covered in dust) and a vacuum
cleaner (this is a contradiction
in terms because if the va-
cuum is dirty it must contain
something and is, therefore,
not a vacuum)

All of my catalogues and
invoices are produced using
LlNEdesign and QD and the
SuperBasic Relerence Manual
was written and printed via
Text 87, lt is all printed 0n an

EPSON STYLUS COLOUR 2OO

which is now unfortunately, no
longer made. As Jochen says
the EPSON STYLUS 740 siill
has the ESC/P2 drivers that
are needed for many of the QL
programs and ihese printers
produce perfect colour prints
from the ProWesS suite if used
with the colour replacement
drivers. (see my first Byts of
Wood Column l)

I recently set up a copy of
Text 87 with the ESC/P2
Drivers on a customer's laptop

{driven by QPC). He had just

bought a EPSON STYLUS 740
and I was very irnpressed both
with the speed of the printing
and the quality of the end
result. These printers are not
necessarily easy to find but
they are well worth the effort
in searching one out. What we

need now is for someone to
write a colour version o{ the
[SC/P2 Driver for Text 87. Vo
lunteers anyone? This is some
thing which would sell because
there are many people who
would like to print from Text Bi
in colour

One Dot Short of a
r\Aatrix

Talking to the EPSON helpline
about anything oiher than PC

is like talking to a brick wall but
even when you are discussing
a PC problem they are one
brick short. The problem is that
most helplines are staffed by
people who are willing to sit
down and answer the
telephone ali day. The pro

spects for this as a career are
pretty low so the people that
you talk to are..... well.

When I bought my first
EPSON I had only my QL so I

threw the printer driver into a

box and forgot about it. Later I

bought a new Stylus Colour
200 and by that time I had a

486 laptop with a QXL in it and
my wife had something similar I

set up a cable trom her work-
room to the Q Branch HQ in
the loft and bought a printer
switch. I actually bought two
printer switches an automatic
one to connect between the
two laptops and a two way
one to switch between the
laptops and the QL because
the QL does not send out the
right signals to activate an
automatic switch. We installed
the printer drivers supplied
onto our laptops {Windoze
3 i1). I printed from LlNEdesign
- perfect result, Text 87 - per-
tect result QD yes you

guessed it - perfect. This joy

continued through all of my QL
packages no problems at all.

On to the laptop This used
to fire up directly to the QXL
so I tried that first Ah yes, lust
the same perf ect. On to
Windoze. I had a few web
pages and stuff which I had
downloaded so I thoughi I

would print from them - total
rubbish, pages and pages of
squiggles and symbols OK i

thought check the drivers All
the drivers were there and
seemed OK When printing
starts a little box wiih a

drawing of the printer on it
appears and that should have
a big red cross on it if some-
thing was wrong. (according to
the'manual')

Right, on to the EPSON
helpline "Hello can I help you ?"

I explained the problems "Do

you have a Bi-Directional
printer cable ?' he asked "l

don't know" I said"Oh well the
printer needs a bi directional
printer cable' "No it doesn't"
"Yes it does' 'No it doesn't"
this was becoming a bit too
pantomime for me, 'The printer
does not need a bi-directional
printer cable Maybe your soft-
ware needs it because it wants
to draw a picture of the printer
on the screen with paper
coming out of it and waste
even more mernory and time. I

know what the printer looks
like it is sitting beside the
computer!'

I was on fairly sale ground
here because I knew he was
wrong My QL only had a

mono-directional printer port.
He then went on to talk about
looking in the BIOS and I asked
a few questions about that."Oh
I don't know much about that
really", he said "They only
trained me on the printers. This
was the TECHNICAL helpline
and I was paying 50p a minute
to talk to sorneone who knew
less than I did
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The answer of course, was
the automatic switch which
was mono'directional but what
a load of rubbish all this is Why
write software that will only
work if it can draw a picture on
the screen? Answers on a
postcard please you will find
the words 'stupid', 'PC-User',

'pointless' and 'wasteful' spring
to mind. Some Cannon Printers
are even worse because you
cannot change the ink cai'-
tridge without clicking on an
icon on the desktop.

Jurnping to
Concln-rsions - Now an
Olyrnpic Sport.

I was guilty of a bit of con-
clusion iumping during the past
few weeks and it was only the
perception of my customer
which led us to the nght
solution to the problem. I sold a

new Super Gold Card to Mr

Spencer recently and he re-
ported that it would not format
disks properly.

At f irst we suspected the
cabling which can sometimes
lead to these problems but a

close examination of his cables
proved fine so I asked if he
could send the unit back. He
returned the SGC to me and
we ran a few tests. Keith
Mitchell, who is always my
mentor in thing hardware, ran it
up on his Aurora systern and
that worked fine. I then ran it
up on a standard QL and tried
it out with a range of disk
drives. No problems there
either

We were puzzled by this and
the theories about why the
SGC would not format disk
became more and more com-
plex Could it be the voltage?
could it be the small 8473 chip
on the Super Gold Card which
controls the disk actions?

The real answer was sup-
plied by Mr Spencer himselt lt

seems he had a set of drives
which were built to be tD but,
when the tD drive failed to
catch on they were sold on as
HD drives. Some ol these
drives have part of their elec-
tronics removed but many
function perfectly well as HD
drives. lf you get a chance
open the little door on the
f ront of you disk drive and look
to see if the extra sensor is
there The problem he had was
related io the FLP-JIGGLE
command which is mentioned
in the manual but only in refe-
rence to the ED drive - which
he thought he did not have.
Turn the jiggle on and it works!!

Another customer who had
bought a Super Gold Card
reported that it would not print
Again I went for the physical
side of the problem, I sent a

new cable still no printing. I

sent a new Super Gold Card
still no printing. This was
doubly strange because I have
two disks of test software that
I run on ali Gold and Super
Gold Cards. They run a series
of test on the boards to see if

everything is OK and test the
clock, disk drives and finally
print a line from the parallel
port of the SGC,

Just as I was beginning to
suffer a total meltdown I got a
phone call. 'lt's OK,'he said,'lt's
all printing fine now' 'So what
was wrong ?', I asked. 'lt's OK.
Everything works now', he
repled This was a bit evasive
and I wanted to know more.
'What did you do to fix it ?''€r...
well... I suppose if you confi-
gure your applications to print
Irom PAR you should put
SER*USE PAR in the boot tile
should you ?'

'Arrrrrrrrrrrggggg gggg!'

It's o Virusl
At the start of February I fell

victim to the dreaded 'flu' virus
and Q Branch ground to a halt

for two weeks. lt was then that
I realised what a drawback the
shop was because people
were calling the shop number
and just getting the answering
machine. Fven worse, I was
unable to attend the Radio
Rally in Cambridge that Qubbe-
sof t TF Services and ourselves
had promised to go to I apolo
gise for anyone who was frus-
trated by our non"appearance
and also to those who tried to
contact me during my illness.
On the f irst Monday of the
illness I came home from the
shop and tried to access some
files on my main Aurora ma-
chine and found a blank sub-
directory. Since I was a bit
befuddled at the time I gave up
and went to bed for three
days.

When I emerged from bed I

tried again only to find more
corrupted directories and pro
grams not working This is the
first time I have considered the
concept that you might be able
to pass a virus between a

human and a machine.
I tried several solutions to fix

the problems but, in the end I

had to re-format the hard disk
and restore the files. At this
point I said a silent thank you
to Mark Knight for 'The Knight
Safe' and Syquest for the EZ
Flyer Although I backed all of
the files up with The Knight
Safe I made a complete mirror
image o{ WlNl- onto my Sy'
quest. When I had re formatted
the hard disk all I had to do
was to use the WIN-DRIVE
command from Qubide to allo
cate the Syquest io WlNl- and
run the boot program to have
my system up and running.
From then on it was a simple
task to use Cueshell to copy
all of the files and sub-directo-
ries back onto the main hard
disk and restore the system
with no loss of data.
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lf you have a Qubide and
either a Syquest 135 or EZ
Flyer or an lomega Zip Drive it
is well worth making such a

mirror image for peace of mind,

DATA securrty and a fast
restore.

\(hat do you use
yours for?
I recently had a letter from

Phil Thompson of Thompson's
Furniture Makers and he sent
me a couple of photographs o{

one of his QLs driving the lathe
which makes several ol the

Tony's Revenge
As many of you may have

read in my last column, Tony
Firshman seemed to accept my
near destruction of his car on
the Croatian lrip wrth a degree
of equanimity. 'l have expen-
sive insurance,' he said, 'lt co-
vers me for any driver and for
business use'.

This was all very well except
that, in the manner of all insu-
rance companies of my know-
ledge, all money is passed
through a diode. lt will only
flow in one direction from the

the result is no money tor-lbny. lt seems that when you
take out an insurance policy
what you are doing is insuring
the owners of your insurance
company never get to be poor:

lnspired by this Tony ma-
naged to take his revenge on
me at the last Eindhoven mee
ting. Just before we left the
ferry {once again in Tony's car)
he rurnmaged around in the
back to get the iools io adlust
the headlights As we drove of{
it became evident that he had
not shut the tailgate The evi-
dence for this was one of my

cases laying on the
ramp in several
preces. A woman in

a BlVl\tV looked at
the mess in tront ot
her car and then
calmly drove over
my cashbox.
Amazingly enough
my MinisQL I
Syquest EZ flyer and
EPSON Stylus 800
printer survived their
llight intact and
worked flawlessly
when I set them up
at the show I am
now minus one or
two keys on my
keyboard but apart
from that and a

battered cashbox all is fine

A Word for the
Maste r

One last thing. ln the QD 98
review in the last issue Dave
Westbury mentioned a bug in

Master Spy This bug has been
fixed in the current version so I

think an upgrade is in order
Dave.

parts used in his furniture. He
has, apparently, written a

series of programs to control
the movements of the lathe
and each program is related to
a specific part to be produced.
He actually sent Tony Firshman
a finely turned leg (wooden not
human) as an example.

This ingenuity impresses me.

Are there more people out
there who have new 0r un-

usual uses for their QLs? I

would really like to hear from
them. Maybe they would like to
write a short piece for the
magazine about it I am sure
that others would be interested
too.

insured to the insurers. Any
attempt to reverse that flow is

met with a system overload
and a frantic scrabbling about
by the insurer to find a way to
avoid parting wiih any money
whaisoever

True to form Tony's insurance
company said yes he was co-
vered for any drrver and he
was covered for business use
- just not at the same time
How any human being is ever
supposed to work this out
from the total gobbledegook
that passes for an insurance
document is beyond me but
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US Ql-fast Coast Show 2$-30 May
The show will be at Wesley Hall, St. Andrews United
Methodist Church, in Sprrng Lake, NJ, about 60 miles
south of New York City. QL-East willinclude vendors, work
shops, and some interesting tutorials by Bill Cable, Herb
Schaal and Simon Goodwin. The show includes other
Sinclair computers, TS-2068, ZX81 etc. A block ol 20
rooms are available at Budget lnn, tel,732-775-7200. To

obtain the show rate of $50 per night for 1 or 2 people
tor Friday and Saturday mention the QL Show and make
reservations by 1 March.
Spring Lake is a seaside resort area about 75 minutes
from airports at Newark, Atlantic City, or Philadelphia. lt's
about 2 hours f rom JFK airport. Local inf ormation
including (probably free) transportation from JFK, can be
obtained f rom Local Host Bill McKelvey' trnail
MCKELVEYW@delphi.com

AGENDA;
FRIDAY night 6PIV till? dinner at Cobblestone Restaurant.
SATURDAY 9AM to 4,30PM Vendors, Iutorrals and
Workshops.
Fee per lamily is $10 il paid by 1 May, $12 al door Fee rncludes lrght

lunch and coffee/tea throughoul lhe day. SAT tvt. 6-9 PM Banquet,
panel discussion, and enleriainmenl. $20 per person. Late nighlers
retreal t0 Bar and Grill. SUNDAY l1AM at McKelvey's home there will

be addilional tutonals and in{ormal drscussions lncludes light lunch

and beverages free

Pay advance iees to show treasurer: Bob Malloy, 4i2 PACIFIC

STMASSAPEQUA PARK, NY 11762. Overseas atlendees may obtain

advance rate by nolifying Bob bmatloy@idt.net and paying after
arrival. Questrons aboul lhe agenda should be addressed to Al

Boehm boehm@ziplink.net Updates wrtl be added lo the NTSQLUG

web page http://www.airnet.netlboehm

US Q!--West eoast Shsw
Tim Swenson wriles' The show will be held one week afler the
East Coast Sinclarr Show (so Europeans can hrt both shows in one
trip). ll wrll be held rn Unron Crty, Californra Union City is on the easl
stde of the San Francisco Bay, about 15 mrles from bolh Oakland
and San Jose. The best anporl ts Oakland lhen San Jose, then
San Francrsco

The selected hotel is the South Hayward Motel 6 irrght on lhe
border with Union City) lt has a Denny's Restaurant and a

McDonalds on ils property Wrthrn walking distance rs a Taco Bell lf

lhe Motel 6 lrlls up there rs a Super B motel nearby The Motel 6 rs

reachable by the Unron Crty Transrt bus {cosl rs $1 per person}

The meeting will be held at the Mehran Banquet Hall lt's really an

emply store front used by the adjacent Mehran Pakrstant restauranl,

It is rn one of the two major shopprng areas of Unron Crty (lots of
places for food) and is withtn walking dislance of BART (lhe locai
commuter rarl). Buses lrom the Molel 6 go lo lhe BART slatron.

BART also goes close to lhe Oakland Airport, wrth a shuttle bus
connector For vendors, I have a stalton wagon that I can use to
make a {ew trips. ll's about 4 5 miles between the motel and the
meeling srle.

No plans are in place for where the drnner afler lhe rneelrng wrll be

held ldont thrnk many wrllbe brave enough to try Pakislanrfood
The night belore the meelrng I plan on havrng a Bar B'Q at my

house {about 1.5 miles kom the motel) The tare wrll be burgers hot
dogs, chips {crisps for you tnglish types), and soda
For any furopeans comtng to the show I am of{errng a visitor in{o
service. Let me know how long you will be rn the area, whal you
are interested in seerng (even just an area of rnterest), how you plan

to get around (renlal cat publrc lransit, brke etc), and I wili frgure oul
what places you mrght like, where they are, and how to get there I

wrll provide maps, public lransit ]nformalron, and so on 11 you are
coming thrs far to our show, this service rs the least I can do
For anyone coming, even though the show wrll be held in May/June
please bring a lacket or swealer The nrghts do get cold in the Bay
Area. Even though the daytrme high may be in the 90's, the
overnrghl lows can be in the 50's


